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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose  

The purpose of the Supporting Growth Programme is to identify and protect the preferred transport 

networks to support Auckland’s planned greenfield growth over the next 30 years.   

This Indicative Business Case (IBC) identifies key elements of the transport network in the South 

Auckland growth area.  It recognises that the implementation of this network is a key contributor 

towards improved sustainable urban mobility in Auckland. As such the transport system will need to be 

appropriately staged to anticipate and support growth, improve accessibility, provide high quality and 

sustainable mobility which facilitates mode shift – particularly towards greater use of public transport, 

walking, and cycling. 

The IBC: 

• confirms the strategic context and policy alignment of the proposed investment 

• confirms the case for route protection and the need to invest 

• identifies an integrated transport network that enables growth and good urban form in the 

future urban areas in the south (referred to as the Southern growth area) 

• seeks endorsement of the recommended transport network for future route protection to take 

forward to a Detailed Business Case (DBC). 

1.2. Business case history 

In 2016, Auckland Transport (AT), the New Zealand Transport Agency (the Transport Agency), and 

Auckland Council (the Council) worked in partnership to develop a Programme Business Case (PBC).  

The PBC was a response to the pace, scale, and staging of growth identified in the Auckland Unitary 

Plan: Operative in Part (AUP: OP) and the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy (FULSS). 

The PBC identified a preferred transport network for early route protection in the Southern growth 

area.  The intent of the route protection approach was to save money and minimise social disruption in 

the long term.   

This IBC further tests and develops the recommendations of the PBC to ensure they are robust and 

identifies the indicative recommended strategic transport network for route protection.   

Several strategic documents and policies with a significant bearing on transport planning have been 

confirmed or updated since the PBC was released.  This includes refreshed or new versions of the 

Government Policy Statement on Land Transport 2018-21 (GPS), the Auckland Plan 2050, the 

FULSS, and the Auckland Transport Alignment Project (ATAP).  The policies in these documents set a 

direction for increased focus on an equitable, mode-neutral transport system which places weight on 

public transport, walking and cycling, improving safety and realising environmental, health and growth 

outcomes.   
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1.3. Protecting the corridors  

The principal task of Te Tupu Ngātahi is to achieve route protection of a preferred network to support 

Auckland's projected growth over the next three decades. While Notices of Requirement (NoRs) may 

be the logical choice of route protection mechanism for the majority of the preferred network 

components, there are a range of other mechanisms available to achieve some degree of route 

protection that may be valid alternatives to NoRs. In some cases, NoRs may need to be supplemented 

by the use of other mechanisms including: resource consents (where network components may be 

scheduled for early construction), plan changes (initiated or submitted on), structure plans and 

traditional property acquisition. In other cases, where developer plans are well advanced and there is 

alignment on the preferred network, there may be opportunities to negotiate developer agreements to 

potentially avoid the need for NoRs (or avoid the need for notification of a NoR). Route protection for 

some preferred network components will need to be delivered by other partners, including KiwiRail 

and Auckland Council. 

Route protection is important as it provides property owners, businesses and the community with 

increased certainty on where infrastructure will be in the future, so people can make informed 

decisions about their land. There are several potential mechanisms for route protection, as discussed 

in the Route Protection Strategy (Appendix K). The route protection process itself will take place over 

the next four years. Elements not requiring route protection are also identified in this IBC.  

The process of prioritising the route protection of the preferred network will require assessment of a 

range of factors that can be grouped into the following three categories: 

• Strategic importance – which components represent anchor projects that provide early 

opportunities to deliver on liveability objectives? 

• Urgency – which preferred network components need to be advanced as a matter of priority 

and why? 

• Complexity/risk profile – how difficult/straightforward will it be to achieve route protection?  

Balanced against the benefits of route protection are the costs.  These include increased expenditure 

on land (in circumstances where early purchase is required) for AT and the Transport Agency and the 

risk of potential planning ‘blight’ (adverse social and economic impacts associated with the lack of 

development on a protected corridor). 

1.4. Implementation and staging 

The implementation of the transport system to support growth will need to be staged over the next 30 

years.  The staging responds to the desired FULSS timings for land release, and may also be 

dependent on the provision of other supporting infrastructure.  

Implementation of the recommended network is highly flexible and could be undertaken in different 

ways to respond to changes such as growth patterns, timing of uptake of developments and 

complementary urban interventions like network performance improvements (“sweating the assets”) or 

land use zoning refinements. 

Given the scale and duration of the growth proposed, the early protection of these critical transport 

corridors provides the required certainty for AT, the Transport Agency and stakeholders.  
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1.4.1. Programme Wide Staging 

The staging is based on the recommended network, and achieving key drivers such as aligning 

transport improvements with growth timings and targeting investment that supports early mode shift 

outcomes.  As outlined in this IBC, different affordability scenarios have also been developed to 

understand the implications of reduced investment.  This IBC is part of a wider programme of 

supporting growth throughout the Auckland region and the affordability challenges and prioritisation of 

investment are best addressed across the entire programme, with the scenario testing undertaken in 

this IBC informing that programme wide discussion.  This programme wide affordability and 

prioritisation issue has been considered in a Programme Wide Summary note which sets out the work 

done in this area and the approach to this critical issue in the next stage of the programme 

development (DBC). 

1.5. The entity carrying out this work  

Te Tupu Ngātahi (the Supporting Growth Alliance) is a collaboration between AT and the Transport 

Agency to carry out the planning phase of the Supporting Growth Programme (formerly known as the 

Transport for Future Urban Growth Programme, or TFUG). 

Te Tupu Ngātahi is undertaking the detailed investigations necessary to recommend a transport 

network for the Southern growth area as outlined in this IBC. Once confirmed, it will carry out the route 

protection process, as identified above, to protect the land for these networks over the next four years.  

Te Tupu Ngātahi comprises AT and the Transport Agency as the owner participants, consultants 

AECOM and Beca, and legal providers Bell Gully and Buddle Findlay.   

1.6. Partners  

AT, the Transport Agency and the Council are investors and partners to the programme. Extensive 

engagement has been undertaken with them throughout the development of this business case.   

Manawhenua are recognised as Treaty Partners by AT and the Transport Agency and as such Te 

Tupu Ngātahi recognises these responsibilities and commitments in engagement with Manawhenua.  

AT and the Transport Agency’s partnership with Manawhenua provides the project with a framework 

for working with Māori.  Regarding developing the business case, this has meant involving 

Manawhenua as partners in decision making and considering their views when identifying priorities for 

investment options. 

KiwiRail has the responsibility for owning and operating the rail transport network. KiwiRail operates 

rail freight services and works with Auckland Transport who is responsible for running the passenger 

rail and public transport services in the Auckland Region. KiwiRail is currently being funded by both 

the Crown and the National Land Transport Fund (Transitional Rail activity class). 

1.7. Key stakeholders 

Engagement has been undertaken with a range of stakeholders, Local Boards, Transpower, 

significant landholders and developers, the Ministry of Education, and the community, including young 
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people.  Feedback was received in a variety of ways (e.g. via meetings, workshops, hui and feedback 

forms) and input into the decision making on the recommended network.   
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2. A story of growth 

Auckland is home to approximately 1.65 million people.  The Auckland Plan 2050 - Development 

Strategy signals that Auckland could grow by another 720,000 people to reach 2.4 million over the 

next 30 years.  This will generate demand for 320,000 more homes and require land for 270,000 more 

jobs.  This business case supports the urban vision of the Auckland Plan 2050 to support high 

population growth through provision of quality urban form, improved access for inclusion and 

opportunities for improved health and wellbeing. 

In July 2017, the FULSS was updated in line with AUP: OP zoning, with 15,000 hectares (ha.) of land 

allocated for future urbanisation.  This gives clarity as to when land identified in the AUP: OP will be 

‘development ready’.  It provides for sequenced and accelerated greenfield growth in ten areas of 

Auckland, one of which is Warkworth. 

2.1. Planning for future urban growth in the Southern growth 
areas 

The Southern growth area is approximately 20 kilometres south of Auckland’s central city and is 

approximately 30 kilometres in length.  It makes up the largest proportion of future growth areas in 

Auckland (45%). The area includes the large future growth areas of Takaanini, Opāheke Drury, Drury 

West, Pukekohe-Paerata and Clarks Beach.  The bulk of the growth is expected to occur in Opāheke-

Drury which will grow from a current population of just over 3,300 to a population of around 64,000 by 

2046. Pukekohe-Paerata will grow from a current population of around 23,000 to 56,500 by 2046. This 

is more people than currently live in Nelson, Invercargill, or Napier. On top of this, the North Waikato is 

anticipated to grow significantly over the same period impacting the Southern growth area as a large 

portion of the working age population in these communities will travel to the Auckland region to pursue 

work opportunities. 

The urgency for route protection in the Southern growth area is driven by the rate and scale of 

committed developments, including Special Housing Areas, the rapid release of land planned by 

Auckland Council (AC) and pressure from developers who are proposing to submit plan changes 

ahead of AC’s structure plan.  Failure to protect the network ahead of the development plans risks a 

combination of prohibitively expensive acquisition costs, a lack of certainty around private 

development investment, and a loss in ability to influence good urban form. 

This IBC reviews and tests the Supporting Growth Programme Business Case (SG PBC) 

recommended network for the south taking into account changes since its endorsement, and 

considers its ability to meet the challenges posed by: 

• Levels of congestion on existing road and rail capacity constraints restricting access to 

social, economic and market opportunities locally, regionally and nationally.  

• High levels of social deprivation and poor access to employment identified in existing 

communities compared with the rest of the region. 

• A planned population increase of approximately 130,000 households over the next 30 years. 

• An estimated 60% increase in economic activity and interregional travel of national 

significance in “The Golden Triangle” (connecting Northland, Auckland, Hamilton and 

Tauranga as the economic engine of New Zealand), which interacts with the study area 
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It is noted that the SG PBC is also known as the TFUG programme.  

3. Identifying transport problems 

Current travel patterns in the Southern growth area, combined with the planned growth and existing 

constraints pose a number of future transport challenges including: 

Table A Summary of transport problems 

Areas Challenges 

 

Walking and 

cycling 

No walking and cycling network from Drury and Pukekohe connecting to the 

Southern Corridor cycleway (currently under construction) to provide mode choice. There 

is also a lack connected facilities on existing roads throughout the study area. 

 

Public transport 

Limited public transport: The existing PT network is not sufficient for planned growth in 

the South, especially at Drury and Pukekohe.  It generally serves the communities within 

close proximity of the current and future stations, however there is only one bus service 

for Hingaia Peninsula. The existing lack of suitable roads/infrastructure to operate buses 

on and the severance created by SH1 limits coverage. AT has indicated plans to expand 

coverage as the area develops. Rail provides the best opportunity to integrate land use 

and transport. At present, the rail network is constrained by number of tracks. This limits 

the capacity of the rail system to enable passenger trains and freight trains to cater for 

future growth of the proposed magnitude.  

 

Resilience 

High resilience risk: High reliance on the Southern motorway, with few alternative routes 

or a connected network to serve the residential communities to the west of the Southern 

Corridor. This places high demand pressure on the motorway and SH22 and reduces 

resilience. 

Car culture: High private vehicle use (90% car mode share) and reliance places 

increasing pressure on the strategic transport network and will limit access to social and 

economic opportunities unless transport choices are improved. 

 

Development 

ready 

Developer pressure: Developers have indicated their intentions to lodge plan changes 

next year, ahead of the Council structure planning process. Te Tupu Ngātahi is aware of 

six private plan changes expected early next year (2019). It is therefore important to 

manage pressure from developers to meet the aspirations for the Southern growth area.  

Development staging and provision of transport infrastructure and improved public 

transport to match the pace and the location of development within the southern growth 

area will be challenging. 

 

Community 

severance 

Severance: The Southern motorway and NIMT Line create severance between 

communities and create pinch points around Drury, Hingaia and Papakura. 

Providing transport connectivity to surrounding town centres: Takaanini, Drury and 

Pukekohe are not geographically connected to the nearest town centres such as 

Manukau. It is important to provide well-connected transport links to the surrounding town 

centres or provide enough amenities to enable the growth area to be self-contained to 

reduce the number of unnecessary trips. 

 

Taking into account the SG PBC problems, the current policy context, locally specific evidence, 

constraints, and opportunities, the project owners agreed to a set of draft south area-wide problem 
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statements and investment objectives. These were tested through discussion and development of key 

themes with key stakeholders and then refined. The links between the PBC problems and the 

problems for this IBC and the benefits of addressing these can be seen in Figure A. 

Figure A Southern Growth area problems and benefits 

 

The problems are mutually reinforcing e.g. reduced travel choice contributes to poor access or 

reliability of the network.  Therefore, the transport system response needs to provide a step change to 

collectively address these problems and achieve the overall target of improved sustainable urban 

mobility.  This investment is likely to provide a balance between improving existing assets, supporting 

behaviour changes and providing new modes or infrastructure. 
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4. Influencing travel demand 

The guiding principle of this business case is Sustainable Urban Mobility which seeks to develop an 

urban transport system that fosters a balanced development of all relevant transport modes and 

encourages a shift to more sustainable modes. Therefore the business case does not provide for 

unconstrained demand but rather seeks opportunities to influence and reduce demand before 

infrastructure options are considered.  A four-step approach to influencing travel behaviour was 

therefore developed, as shown in Figure B below. This included consideration of an integrated set of 

policy-base, soft and technical infrastructure measures to achieve the desired goal. 

Figure B Demand management influence through the project life cycle 
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5. Option development and assessment 

As part of the long list development 484 options were considered.  This involved a range of options 

across all modes, including strategic and local public transport, walking and cycling, and improved and 

new roading infrastructure. 

All infrastructure options have been assessed at the both the long and short list phases against the Te 

Tupu Ngātahi multi criteria assessment (MCA) framework.  The framework assesses option 

performance against the investment objectives (see below) and four wellbeing measures: Cultural, 

Social, Environmental and Economic (see Figure C). This process identified potential impacts and 

opportunities of each option: 

The investment objectives are: 

• A transport system that provides better access to economic and social opportunities within 

and outside of the Southern growth area. 

• Maintain nationally important freight and servicing connections by providing efficient and 

resilient strategic connections through Southern growth area. 

• Support the communities in the Southern growth area by improving connected, safe and 

attractive mode choices to key destinations. 

Figure C Multi Criteria Assessment process 
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6. Recommended network 

An analysis of the problem statements, evaluation of options, feedback from workshops and 

stakeholder/community engagement led to the development of this recommended network. The 

map shown in Figure D has been prepared for communications and engagement purposes.  The 

numbering and naming of options have therefore been simplified from the technical descriptions 

and option referencing system used in the remainder of this document.  For clarity, Appendix N 

sets out these differences. 
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Figure D Recommended transport network southern growth areas 

 

The recommended network provides a greater range of options for people to travel to their 

destinations whether the travel is generated from the growth areas or from further afield. The 

recommended network has the following key highlights:  
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Rail capacity upgrade (four tracks between Wiri and Pukekohe) and associated stations in 

Drury and Paerata - provide the opportunity to influence the form and density of land use along the 

rail corridor and around station locations, and to better use the investment in electrification, leading to 

an increased public transport mode share and improved accessibility. The rail network is essential for 

achieving a balanced PT response to the transport network and supports long distance trips to the 

central city.  KiwiRail is the requiring authority for the rail corridor and discussions are progressing on 

their future plans and recommendations made by Te Tupu Ngātahi. 

Frequent Transit Networks on a number of strategic corridors to support local access between 

centres and to train stations, including State Highway 1, Great South Road, Mahia Road, 

Roscommon Road, Porchester Road, Popes Road and Rangi Road will provide frequent and efficient 

bus services between Drury, Takaanini, Papakura, Manukau and Puhinui train stations and provides 

the majority of additional transport capacity to serve the growth area particularly for the key north-

south movements.  

A safe and attractive active mode network with strategic cycle connections and facilities on arterial 

roads will provide high quality, safe and attractive routes along desire lines and linking to key 

attractions such as centres and public transport stations. A high quality and comprehensive network 

will enable significant mode shift to active modes, support the urbanisation and the urban form of new 

greenfield areas. 

New strategic arterial corridors to support State Highway 1 including Mill Road and Pukekohe 

Expressway will provide access to the proposed business (industrial) land, maintain reliability for 

freight and inter-regional travel on SH1 by providing alternative options for regional trips and allow 

other corridors to be focussed towards place making and local function. These corridors will need to 

be staged and managed to ensure this does not undermine mode shift targets. 

New arterial networks at Opāheke-Drury and Pukekohe-Paerata will prioritise public transport and 

active modes enabling transport choice, accessibility and travel behaviour change within existing and 

new communities.   

New arterial network and rail crossing improvements at Takaanini increases safety, east-west 

movements and connectivity and provides opportunities for routing alternatives in Takaanini. There 

are also substantial bus network benefits enabling better integration and transfer between local 

communities and Takaanini train station. Rangi Road grade separation plays a wider strategic function 

connecting Great South Road and Mill Road providing for regional trips as well as local trips. 

Safety improvements on existing roads will focus on safety and support urbanisation of new 

Greenfield areas. These have been identified through engagement with the public and Local Boards. 

These improvements will also support resilience and capacity benefits to the network. 

This network contains different infrastructure components many of which are part of the same corridor. 

With the FTN corridor project many of the alignments coincide with new road alignments. It is 

important to note that the delivery of these public transport corridors is dependent on the construction 

of the road. The strategic cycle network shares the same level of interdependency and would be put at 

risk if the rail corridor improvements and SH1 improvements were not to go ahead. This highlights that 

the risk profile of an individual project must be considered in the aggregate with the whole network 

rather than individually.  
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Beyond the interdependency of the individual projects there is a layer of pedestrian and cycling 

accessibly below the arterial level that needs to be delivered. Whilst not included as discreet projects 

this active mode layer is required as it underpins access to public transport. Access to or from bus 

stops and train stations inherently include a degree of walking or cycling to connect from the origin or 

ultimate destination. There is an assumption that this layer of active mode accessibility will be made 

available through Urban Design both within the growth areas as well as at the other end of any 

journey.  

6.1. Implementation and staging 

The key themes for implementing the recommended network are: 

Decade one: Focusing on the need for lead infrastructure to push the desired mode shift targets and 

support the rapidly developing area by prioritising the rail network (including third main line, stations, 

grade separation) and supporting bus and road network (including the Southern section of the Mill 

Road corridor to complete an alternative corridor to the Southern Motorway).  

Decade two: Focusing on the needs to support the emerging development areas of Paerata and 

Pukekohe as well as providing additional public transport services and infrastructure along the existing 

arterial corridors. Further investigation is required in the DBC to determine whether route protection is 

required for these corridors, as there is an opportunity to deliver these in Decade one if route 

protection is not required and respond in an integrated manner to land release. 

Decade three: Additional strategic network capacity by completing the Mill Road corridor, 

implementing the fourth main (subject to Wiri – Westfield fourth main being completed) and upgrading 

SH1 to provide eight lanes on SH1 between Manukau and Takaanini. The provision of bus shoulder 

running through this section is included within this project; however, as with the proposals for the 

arterial corridors, there is an opportunity to further investigate the physical works required to 

accommodate bus shoulder running on SH1 in the DBC. Bus shoulder running is already allowed for 

in the SH1: Papakura to Bombay project. 
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8. Outcomes  

The table below describes the outcomes achieved by the recommended network in relation to the 

measurable KPIs and investment objectives.  A benefits realisation plan will be developed in the next 

project phase to measure success against each of these outcomes. 

Table C Recommended network outcomes 

Areas Outcomes 

 

Safe, attractive 

walking and cycling 

The first mile connection is important for the success of public transport. Making the 

station accessible by active modes helps to further decongest urban centres as well 

provide healthier options. Additional rail stations adjacent future urban growth areas at 

Paerata, Drury West and Opāheke Drury is expected to significantly improve walk and 

cycle access to the RTN network. 

With the recommended network, over 55% of households in the southern future growth 

areas are within 3km cycling catchment to RTN network. Furthermore, 18% of 

households are within 800m walking catchment. 

 

Frequent, reliable, 

accessible public 

transport 

The bus and rail work together to provide improved access to social and economic 

opportunities. The recommended network enables an additional 40,000 jobs within 

accessible reach by public transport and achieves a significant increase in public 

transport mode share in the morning peak as shown below. 

Across the South the average PT mode share for external, peak direction, peak hour trips 

are 38%. This compares favourably to the 19-25% predicted for the PBC network  

20% PT mode split from Takaanini  

34% PT mode split from Opāheke-Drury 

47% PT mode split from Drury West 

37% PT mode split from Pukekohe 

Public transport is also expected to operate more efficiently, with the proportion of travel 

in buses (kilometres) spent in severe congestion (LoS E and F) reducing from 15% 

currently to 4% for the southern future urban growth areas. 

 

Resilient 

High quality alternative mode choice provided.  Good quality alternative strategic corridor 

and grid network of arterial corridors to provide choice. This provides flexibility to respond 

to changes in behaviour, growth, and technology. 

Public transport improvements on key arterials and SH1 provide an alternative public 

transport mode to the existing rail alignment. Mill Road also provides additional resilience 

to the strategic road network. 

 

Reliable 

The recommended network results in a more effective transport system, with reduced 

travel time per person (for both car and PT trips) than do minimum scenario. The overall 

travel time reliability is also expected to improve with the preferred network, with 

reduction of network delays & congestion for both public transport and vehicles.  

Network improvements result in car travel times reducing by 33% and public transport 

travel times by 25% to Manukau from the southern future growth areas. This means 

access to employment, social opportunities, and core services will be more reliable. 

Substantial growth in the south as well as in North Waikato is expected to result in all day 

congestion. Upgrades to SH1, Mill Road and public transport network alleviates some of 

this and reduces the proportion of freight travel spent in severe congestion (from 35% in 

the Do Minimum Scenario to 15% with the recommended network in the interpeak 

period)– supporting future communities as well as Auckland’s future growth. 
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10. Key risks 

The large Supporting Growth Programme comprises of multiple projects, inherent with areas of 

uncertainty that could transpire into risks and opportunities. A Risk and Opportunity Management Plan 

has been developed and endorsed by the Te Tupu Ngātahi governance team, to manage those risks 

and opportunities through the Detailed Base Case and Route Protection phases. The key risks 

identified as this stage are as follows: 

Table E Key risks/opportunities associated with the southern growth area 
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11. Next steps 

There are three key next steps for the progression of each of the elements of the recommended 

network, being; Detailed Business Case, Pre-Implementation and Implementation. 

Each step has very different characteristics and capability needs and are therefore considered 

separately with regards the procurement strategy.  

Detailed Business Case 

Te Tupu Ngātahi has been commissioned to complete the Detailed Business Cases (DBC) for the 

following elements of the IBC programme: 

• arterial roads 

• strategic State Highway connections 

• strategic cycle links 

• public transport infrastructure on dedicated corridors or arterial roads (including stations). 

It is proposed that one DBC per consenting package is developed, as these packages all contain 

interdependent projects, therefore simplifying the DBC process. 

In the DBC, urban form will further be considered. An integrated transport network that supports and 

enables growth and good urban form in and around future urban areas is a critical success factor for 

the SGA programme. The transport network has an important role in supporting and enabling land 

uses and built form responses, such as Transit Oriented Development (TOD) and higher density 

housing or town centres closer to public transport nodes. Therefore, recommending transport 

networks that support and enable good urban form will underpin our DBC process.  

 

During the IBC development, Programme-wide urban design principles were developed and 

documented in Part A of the Te Tupu Ngātahi Urban Design Framework (refer Appendix G). Urban 

design criteria were also considered as part of the option development and assessment, and 

opportunities to apply the urban design principles were identified for each of the recommended 

networks. During the DBC phase, Part B of the SGA Urban Design Framework will be developed at a 

Programme-wide level, and applied at a project level in the option development, assessment, design 

and AEE development. This will include further development and refinement of urban design 

opportunities and their application at a project and DBC level. As part of this, the Urban Design 

Framework and DBCs will include more commentary on ‘what good urban form is’ in the context of 

these future urban environments, as well as definition of what urban form is enabled by the transport 

networks (i.e. the ‘people-oriented streets’ – scale, character and function, and the permeability of the 

networks that will enable land uses and built form response). 

It is expected that the DBC process will include further refinement on issues affecting the success of a 

sustainable urban mobility system including land use zoning, land use form and opportunities for 

enhanced land use. 

The DBCs will focus on: 

• Refinement and confirmation of recommended option alignment, including exact land 

requirements (if any). 
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• Identification of urban intervention opportunities e.g. land integration opportunities such as 

higher densities near transport nodes or the location of the proposed rail stations to better 

support sustainable urban mobility. 

• Further development of project costs based on design refinement. 

• Identification of funding mechanisms and cost to different parties for route protection and 

implementation, including AT, Transport Agency and third parties. 

• Confirm route protection mechanism. 

• Identify priority order for route protection and implementation. 

Pre-implementation 

Pre-implementation is the further progression of individual projects from DBC stage through the 

statutory approvals stage, including design development, the preparation of an Assessment of 

Environmental Effects to support NoRs and Resource Consent applications, confirmation of property 

requirements and securing the appropriate statutory approvals to allow the project to be constructed or 

implemented. The result of pre-implementation will be a network of corridors that are route protected.   

The scope of works for Te Tupu Ngātahi is to undertake the works necessary to support and obtain 

the designations for the recommended network (i.e. route protection). The route protection strategy for 

each element of the recommended network will define in more detail the approach to this design 

development and statutory approval process.  This route protection is expected to take place over the 

next four years. 

Implementation 

Once a project has been through the pre-implementation phase it will be ready for implementation. 

This will include detailed design, consenting and physical works. The delivery model will need to 

consider factors, including: 

• scale 

• complexity 

• programme. 

A detailed procurement strategy should be developed for each project at an appropriate time in 

advance and closer to the implementation of each project. Given that this implementation phase is 

many years away for most Te Tupu Ngātahi projects, and the factors that would influence the method 

of implementation procurement will almost certainly change over time. 
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PART A – THE CASE FOR ROUTE PROTECTION 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Auckland 

Auckland is New Zealand’s largest city, home to approximately 1.69 million people1, whose 

aspirations for a prosperous, healthy and connected future for themselves and their families are at the 

forefront of our strategic focus on wellbeing for people and the liveability of communities.  In 2017, 

Auckland attracted 36,800 new residents; more than the rest of the country combined.  The Auckland 

Plan Development Strategy (2050) signals that Auckland could grow by another 720,000 people to 

reach 2.4 million over the next 30 years. 

The Auckland Plan anticipates that this growth will generate demand for an additional 313,000 

dwellings and require land for approximately 263,000 additional employment opportunities2. In 

response to this demand, the Auckland Unitary Plan (AUP) identified 11,000 hectares (ha) of 

predominantly rural land for future urbanisation.  This land is equivalent to an area 1.5 times the size 

of urban Hamilton3.  In July 2017, the Future Urban Land Supply Strategy (FULSS) was updated in 

line with the Auckland Unitary Plan: Operative in Part (AUP: OP) zoning, with an increase to 15,000 

hectares of land allocated for future urbanisation. 

1.2. Purpose of this IBC 

This Indicative Business Case (IBC) is for the future urban areas4 in the South including Takaanini-

Hingaia, Drury, Paerata and Pukekohe as shown in Figure 1.  The purpose of this document is to 

develop a recommended transport network (that meet the investment objectives for this region) for 

Auckland Transport/New Zealand Transport Agency Board approval. Following approval, a Detailed 

Business Case (DBC) will be prepared. 

Planned dwelling growth identified in the FULSS, 2017 has identified an additional 40% of 

developable land compared with the 2015 version (Figure 2) with half of the overall growth in 

dwellings being outside the MUL being planned for the Southern area. 

 

 

1 Statistics New Zealand, June 2018 

2 Auckland Council (2018) Draft Auckland Plan 2050 Development Strategy https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-

projects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/development-strategy/future-auckland/Pages/what-
auckland-look-like-future.aspx 

3 New Zealand Transport Agency, AT, Auckland Council (2015) Supporting Growth Strategic Business Case 

4 The majority of land to be urbanised is zoned as 'future urban' in the AUP but some areas in Hingaia, Drury and 

Takaanini are live and awaiting urbanisation 
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Figure 1: Auckland’s future urban growth areas Figure 2: Planned Dwelling Growth (FULSS) 

 
 

The IBC reviews, tests and develops the recommendations of the SG PBC to ensure they are robust. 

An optioneering exercise has been undertaken to determine if any additional options are required to 

accommodate the demand for movement associated with growth.   

The IBC will: 

• confirm the strategic context and fit of the proposed investment 

• confirm the need to invest and the case for change 

• re-examine the recommended network identified in the SG PBC and assesses other 

potential options  

• identification of the indicative recommended strategic transport network for route protection 

that enables growth and good urban form in the future urban areas in the south 

• ensure the strategic transport network is right-sized through implementation of travel 

demand management initiatives which reduce demand for single occupancy vehicle travel 

and promote walking and cycling as the preferred modes for short distance trips 

• explores and identifies the most appropriate form of route protection, considering the 

implications of the proposed route protection to investors 

• outline the affordability and delivery of the recommended network. 

This IBC reviews and tests the SG PBC recommended network for the south taking into account 

changes since its endorsement, and considers its ability to meet the challenges posed by: 

• Levels of congestion on existing road and rail capacity constraints restricting access to 

social, economic and market opportunities locally, regionally and nationally.  
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• High levels of social deprivation and poor access to employment identified in existing 

communities compared with the rest of the region. 

• A planned population of approximately 130,000 households over the next 30 years. 

• An estimated 60% increase in economic activity and interregional travel of national 

significance in “The Golden Triangle” (connecting Northland, Auckland, Hamilton and 

Tauranga as the economic engine of New Zealand). 

Figure 3 sets out what has changed since the PBC, the IBC process, the purpose of this report, the 

process followed, the key outcomes and the decisions sought. The IBC seeks to identify the key 

transport network elements required to meet the investment objectives for this region.  

Figure 3 IBC process and timing 
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1.3. The urgency of this IBC 

The urgency for route protection in the Southern growth area is driven by the rate and scale of 

committed developments, including Special Housing Areas and the rapid release of land planned by 

Auckland Council.  Approximately 4000 of the total 6,700ha (60% or equivalent to 30,000 households) 

of land identified in FULSS 2017 is planned for release within the next 10 years with the 

implementation of the transport system to support the growth staged over the next 30 years. This is 

significantly accelerated from FULSS 2015 which identified 1200 of the 5300ha (23%) to be released 

in the first decade. Failure to protect the network ahead of the development plans risks a combination 

of prohibitively expensive acquisition costs, a lack of certainty around private development 

investment, and a loss in ability to influence good urban form. 
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Figure 4: Policy and regulatory framework 
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3. Local context 

The Southern growth area is approximately 20 kilometres south of Auckland’s central city and the 

area is approximately 30 kilometres in length.  The Southern growth area makes up the largest 

proportion of future urban areas in Auckland (45%). The area includes the large future urban areas of 

Takaanini, Opāheke Drury, Drury West, Clarks beach and Pukekohe-Paerata. The rural settlements 

in the south include Oruarangi, Maraetai, Clevedon, Clevedon Waterways, Karaka North, Kingseat, 

Clarks Beach, Glenbrook Beach and Patumāhoe. Together, they comprise a large land area of 

approximately 6,706 hectares.  The hills of Pukekohe and nearby Bombay Hills form the natural 

southern limit of the Auckland region. These centres serve the surrounding residential areas and 

wider rural catchments and are surrounded by horticultural, pastoral and rural lifestyle activities.  

This section summarises the social, economic and environmental context for the Southern growth 

area. It also provides context of the planned growth for South Auckland and North Waikato. Further 

details are provided in Appendix A: Strategic Case.  

A strong correlation is evident between: 

• historic development patterns 

• levels of social deprivation 

• declining levels of access to employment opportunities.  

3.1. Historic development 

The development of Auckland over time is shown in Figure 5. The oldest parts of South Auckland, 

such as Takaanini, Pukekohe and Papakura were developed along the key transport corridors railway 

line. The development of the motorway network in the middle of the 20th century resulted in the rapid 

sprawl of urban development, which is particularly evident in the South. 
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Figure 5: Auckland’s development pattern and sprawl over time 
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 Population 

Data prepared by the AFC, which includes detailed inputs from the Council’s research and evaluation 

unit (RIMU), indicate dwellings in the Southern growth area will rise from 61,000 in 2016 to 130,000 in 

2046. The population is anticipated to grow from 193,000 in 2016 to 353,000 people by 2046.  This 

increase of around 160,000 people is more than the population of Tauranga or Dunedin.  It is similar 

to Hamilton’s population of 161,200 people.   

The bulk of the growth is expected to occur in Opāheke-Drury which will grow from a current 

population of just over 3,300 to a population of around 64,000 by 2046. Pukekohe-Paerata will grow 

from a current population of around 23,000 to 56,500 by 2046. This is more people than currently live 

in Nelson, Invercargill, or Napier.  The current population of Takaanini is just under 25,000 and is 

anticipated to grow to approximately 41,000 by 2046. 

The North Waikato is also experiencing high population growth.  Current growth rates exceed 

previous predictions due to faster than expected housing demand in Te Kauwhata, Tuakau and 

Pokeno. Based on the AFC projections current expectation is that North Waikato will grow by over 

10,000 people. The growth in this area is significant the Southern growth area as a large portion of 

the working age population in these communities will travel to the Auckland region to pursue work 

opportunities.  This places further pressure on the transport network.   

Figure 7 illustrates the magnitude of population growth in the Southern growth area. The South 

region in this graph is inclusive of Pokeno and Tuakau in North Waikato.  
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Figure 7: Existing and future projections for population, households and jobs 
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 Land release 

In response to this demand, the Auckland Unitary Plan (AUP) has identified approximately 6,700 

hectares of land for future urban development outside the Rural Urban Boundary in the Southern 

growth area (out of a region-wide total of 15,000 ha). This allows for a total of approximately 50,600 

dwellings (and approximately 30,300 jobs) to be developed by 2046. 

The business case team has been working closely with Auckland Council to align with Council’s 

current aspirations for the future urban areas. This includes input to the Drury - Opāheke and 

Pukekohe - Paerata structure planning process to support this area’s development as a successful 

major centre. 

Understanding the expected type and quantum of urban development in the Southern growth area is 

critical to developing the recommended transport network and subsequent implementation strategy. 

Although estimating the population, rate and ultimate density in greenfield growth areas is inherently 

uncertain, it was initially assumed the appropriate estimates of the growth would be those reflected in 

land use Scenario I-11 (consistent with FULSS 2017). 

Recent data from actual developments and new future estimates from Auckland Council suggest that 

the yield assumptions used as the basis for Scenario I-11 could underestimate the ultimate level of 

residential density.  The IBC therefore considers a range of growth scenarios; both lower boundary 

growth estimates (using FULSS 2017 yields), plus upper boundary estimates (called ‘2046+’ using 

longer-term/higher yield forecasts) to support the uncertainty of forecasts and allow flexibility to deal 

with different outcomes. The 2046+ scenario includes full build-out of the future urban growth areas 

identified, not just the growth assumed by 20469. Agreement was reached with Council that the 2046+ 

scenario was the most appropriate scenario to inform the optioneering process and network 

development. 

3.3. Demographic context 

An analysis of Census data from 2006 and 2013 has provided some insight into the socio-economic 

characteristics of the area. The existing demographic characteristics of the South10 are summarised 

below in Figure 8. 

  

 

 

9 Supporting Growth Technical note – Defining the Growth Issue (Programme wide task #22). 

10 Based on Census Data from Papakura and Franklin Local Board areas 
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Figure 8 Demographic characteristics of the South 
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The Southern area contains urbanised communities with high levels of social deprivation, which are 

characterised by: 

• worker participation rates at lower than the regional averages 

• lower levels of qualifications for employment 

• lower incomes than the regional averages 

• lower levels of home ownership than the regional averages 

• higher rates of vehicle ownership than the regional averages 

As can be seen Figure 9 in there are communities with the highest levels of deprivation in 

New Zealand in close proximity to Takaanini, Pukekohe and Paerata. However, in the areas that are 

currently rural, deprivation levels are low. 

Figure 9 Auckland deprivation map  

 

This aligns highly with the job and wage opportunities in the area. Data for Franklin and Papakura 

Local Boards shows high income and highly skilled jobs are lower than the national (and presumably 

regional) averages. The implications of this are that without higher paid, higher skilled employment in 

the South, high levels of deprivation could perpetuate; or people will travel to higher paid and higher 

skilled employment opportunities outside the SBC area. 
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 Future demographics 

The future commuting patterns will depend on the 

characteristics of the workers likely to be resident in the area 

and the employment opportunities available. The ratio of jobs 

to working age population (participation rate) is a key 

determinant of travel demand. A low ratio generates a large 

travel demand to other areas as residents seek to access 

jobs elsewhere. In the wider Southern area, the current ratio 

is around 33% (in the 2016 base year).   

The future ratio in 2046+ is expected to fall to 30%. The overall participation rate for New Zealand in 

2016 was 70%11. This suggests that there aren’t enough jobs in the Southern area being planned to 

cater for the increase in working-age population likely to be residing in the area. 

The other part of this equation is whether the types of jobs available, match the skills of the people 

who can afford to reside in these areas. Kiwibuild has indicated that an “affordable” home under the 

KiwiBuild programme will have a market entry price in the order of $650,000.  In order for this to be 

‘affordable’ household income would need to be approximately $120,000 to $150,000.  Based on this, 

how many people in the existing area can afford to buy an “affordable” house, and where will they 

have to travel to access employment that generates these levels of income?   

This scenario is becoming apparent in Hingaia, and by way of comparison appears to be a similar 

demographic to Silverdale (as summarised in Table 9). Both Hingaia and Silverdale are emerging 

residential communities on the fringes of Auckland. In both locations, the growth in residents who are 

employed in professional services and management have increased at a much faster rate than the 

regional average. However there are fewer opportunities to be employed in professional services and 

management in the South, and the average income is lower than the regional average. 

 

 

11 http://archive.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/snapshots-of-nz/nz-social-indicators/Home/Labour%20market/lab-force-

particip.aspx 
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regional freight across the Auckland/Waikato boundary13. This represents an increase of inter-

regional freight movements to 34 million tonnes annually. 

Accommodating this level of freight requires both road and rail in South Auckland to be able to move 

freight efficiently and reliably in the face of competing demands for access to the transport network 

driven by the population growth and increased activity in the Southern growth area. 

Figure 10 shows the magnitude of the freight task and the impact on the network in the future  

 

 

13 Ministry of Transport future Outlook BAU scenario 
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Figure 10: Freight generating areas across the Auckland region 
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 Local context 

The Southern growth area is characterised by both primary and secondary industries.  The Pukekohe 

fertile volcanic soil and warm moist climate supports a large horticulture and dairy farming industry. 

The head office of Fonterra Brands is located in Takaanini, along with international horse breeding 

facilities throughout the area, including the Karaka Salesyard.  

Two large quarries also exist in the study area. Ardmore Airport is located adjacent to the business 

case area. There are approximately 500 people employed by the various organisations operating out 

of Ardmore Airport.  

The manufacturing industry currently provides the highest level of employment in both the Franklin 

and Papakura Local Boards. Based on i11 projections however, the growth of this employment sector 

is very flat, as shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Projected employment sector growth 

 

Based on data from Infometrics14 Papakura Local Board’s employment is made up of 5.2% 

professional, scientific and technical employment and 47.4% combined employment for 

manufacturing, construction and retail trade as shown in Figure 12.  This equates to 80% blue collar 

jobs vs 20% white collar jobs.  There is a similar representation in Franklin Local Board are with 5.3% 

professional, scientific and technical employment compared to 35.7% combined employment in 

manufacturing, construction and retail trade. This equates to 81% blue collar jobs vs 19% white collar 

jobs.  This can be compared to Auckland region where there are 71.5% blue collar jobs and 28.5% 

white collar jobs. 

 

 

14 https://ecoprofile.infometrics.co.nz/Papakura/Employment 

https://ecoprofile.infometrics.co.nz/Franklin/Employment 
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Figure 12 Employment in the Southern growth area 

 

When comparing the blue and white collar proportion with Auckland Region, the data showed that 

Papakura and Franklin local board has 8.5% and 9.5% less white collar jobs perceptively as shown in 

Figure 13. This has implications for the growth areas, and the demographics of the new population if 

local jobs to match their skills are not available.  This also reinforces the assumption that there is not 

enough high paying (white collar) employment to sustain the potential population growth, when 

considering housing affordability, within the growth areas.  

Figure 13 Blue collar vs white collar employment 
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3.5. Social context 

The South has a number of community facilities located in the SBC area including Pukekohe Park 

Raceway; a motorsports and horse-racing facility and ECOLight Rugby Union stadium. Bruce Pulman 

Park is a major recreational facility providing sports grounds and indoor gymnastic and sports facilities 

over 64 hectares of spacious park surroundings. Papakura has notable sports facilities including an 

indoor-outdoor swimming pool, international athletics track, sports stadium and venues for rugby, 

netball, cricket, golf, tennis, badminton, and soccer.  There are also many parks and reserves 

throughout the Southern growth area, including local parks, skate parks, scenic reserves and playing 

fields.  There are healthcare facilities at Pukekohe hospital.   

There are many schools in the Pukekohe and Papakura area. Takaanini, Drury and Hingaia also have 

primary schools and four co-education state schools are planned to be built in Takaanini over the next 

15 years.  

3.6. Environmental context 

The area has a varied geography from harbour foreshore, coastal margins with associated 

mangroves and salt marshes, to fertile plains to rolling volcanic hills and the foothills of the nearby 

Hunua Ranges. 

Key environmental features /constraints in and around the study area are shown in Figure 14. Further 

details are included in Appendix A: Strategic Case. 
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Figure 14: Environmental context 
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4. Strategic assessment  

This section sets out the current transport context, constraints, and opportunities.  It describes the ‘Do 

Minimum’ scenario, i.e. what happens to the Southern growth area (and the wider study area) if 

growth happens without corresponding investment in transport infrastructure. 

4.1. Transport context, current travel patterns and related 
transport projects 

The existing transport context in the Southern growth area is summarised in Figure 15, including 

committed and funded transport projects that are interrelated with this IBC. The limitations of the 

existing transport network in the South are clearly evident, especially the lack of public transport and 

active mode facilities.  
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Figure 15: Existing transport network 
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Given Auckland’s dispersed settlement, the state highway network provides critical linkages within the 

Auckland region and surrounding districts. The existing scale and nature of development in the south 

are influenced by the corridors of State Highway 1, State Highway 20, State Highway 22 and the 

NIMT, which serve both people and freight movement functions. Reliance on these corridors for 

access to employment to the north has generally led to severe congestion on the motorway, 

increasing travel times during morning and evening peaks.  The growing population in the south is 

also contributing to increasing levels of congestion during the inter-peak on key corridors.  

The level of service of the existing network across the day based on median speed relative to posted 

speed is illustrated below in Figure 16 using October 2018 Snitch GPS data provided by Auckland 

Transport. These show the significant impediment to north bound flow on the Southern motorway, 

around interchanges in the morning peak and the overall decline in level of service during the evening 

peak that is particularly severe in nature around the Takaanini and Wiri interchanges. 

Figure 16: LOS related to median speed as a proportion of posted speed limit 

 

 Future transport challenges and opportunities 

Current travel patterns in the Southern growth area (described in Section 4.1), combined with the 

planned growth and existing constraints identified previously, pose a number of future transport 

challenges and opportunities. The key challenges and opportunities limiting the ability for people to 

travel efficiently through the network are listed below with more detailed analysis in the problem 

evidence in Section 5. These have been categorised to highlight whether they are a transport 

network, land use or developer challenge or opportunity. Landuse and complementary urban 

interventions will be key opportunities in the DBC to assist the development of an urban form that 

promotes the principles of a sustainable urban mobility system.  

 

Network 
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• SH1 severance: The Southern Motorway (which is both a barrier and a conduit) constrains 

the ability for people to move East/West across the corridor. Drury is a key pinch point 

making it difficult to get from Hingaia area to Papakura town centre and train station. The 

Southern motorway is a barrier particularly for pedestrians and cyclists. 

• NIMT is constrained by number of tracks.  This limits the capacity of the rail system to 

enable passenger trains and freight trains to cater for future growth.  

• NIMT currently does not allow for electrification south of Papakura. This impacts on 

efficiency as an interchange is required at Papakura. 

• Environmental/geographical constraints: Environmental features such as the 

Pāhurehure Inlet and Hunua Ranges constrain the existing network and will challenge the 

ability of the future network to move people and freight across the day. 

• High resilience risk: High reliance on the Southern motorway, with few alternative routes to 

serve the residential communities to the west of the Southern Corridor. This places high 

demand pressure on the motorway and reduces resilience.  

• Limited public transport: The existing PT network is inadequate.  It generally provides 

coverage to the communities within close proximity of the current and future stations, 

however there is only one service for Hingaia Peninsula. The existing lack of suitable 

roads/infrastructure to operate buses on and the severance created by SH1 limits coverage. 

AT has indicated they have plans to expand coverage as the area develops. 

• No walking and cycling network connecting to the Southern Corridor cycleway (currently 

under construction) to provide mode choice. 

• Car culture: High private vehicle use and reliance places increasing pressure on the 

strategic transport network and will limit access to social and economic opportunities unless 

transport choices are improved.  

Land Use  

• Providing transport connectivity to surrounding town centres: Takaanini, Drury and 

Pukekohe are not geographically connected to the nearest town centres such as Manukau. 

It is important to provide well-connected transport links to the surrounding town centres or 

provide enough amenities to enable the growth area to be self-contained to reduce the 

number of unnecessary trips.  

• Severance: Slippery Creek/Ngakoroa Stream segregates the Drury West area from the 

potential Drury Town Centre, and key employment areas north of Drury. 

• NIMT severance: The North Island Main Trunk Line (which is both a barrier and a conduit) 

creates severance for communities either side of it, as the ability to cross the railway line is 

limited by the number of crossings. This will be a particular issue for the emerging Drury 

development area 

Developer 

• Developer pressure: Developers have indicated their intentions to lodge plan changes next 

year, ahead of the Council structure planning process. It is therefore important to manage 

pressure from developers to meet the aspirations for the Southern growth area.  

• Development staging and provision of transport infrastructure and improved public 

transport to match the pace and the location of development within the Southern growth 

area will be challenging. 

• Providing high-quality access to Auckland Central city from the Southern growth area can 

reinforce concentration of jobs in the central city, however the there is risk that the growth 

areas will retain a dormitory status if strong local opportunities are not supported.  
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• SH22 Drury to Paerata Safe system enhancement improvements 

• SH1 capacity improvements between Papakura and Bombay 

• Pukekohe to Papakura electrification – electrification of the main rail line between Papakura 

and Pukekohe including traction power supply 

• EMU rolling stock - purchase of new EMUs to allow electric rail services to be extended to 

Pukekohe and to provide additional capacity on the rail network 

• Papakura railway station park and ride – new multi-story facility on the site of the existing 

Papakura park and ride, to increase patronage on the rail network. 

• Safer roads 

The transport network within the Southern growth area needs to integrate well with the wider regional 

transport system. Network demand within the area is affected by the surrounding wider network 

functionality and demand. Of key relevance to this IBC, are three major committed projects north of 

Manukau: 

• 20Connect – 20Connect will identify improvements along State Highway 20, State Highway 

20A and State Highway 20B to improve journey reliability and improve short and medium 

term access to and from Auckland Airport and the surrounding areas. Improvements include 

upgrades around or alongside the state highways to improve capacity; optimising the 

existing network and helping people plan their travel options.  

• Airport to Botany - A single stage business case for mass rapid transit from the Auckland 

International Airport to Botany Town Centre is currently underway. The purpose of the 

project is to develop a response to increasing demand from south to east Auckland for the 

Airport to Botany Access Corridor. A PBC has been approved confirming that there will be a 

project, but the alignment is yet to be confirmed. Early deliverables are expected by 

2020/2021, including a new bus/rail interchange at Puhinui station, additional bus services 

and walking and cycling connections. This will enable an easier connection to the airport 

which is an important source of jobs for people living in southern Auckland. 

• City Rail Link (CRL) - The CRL is a 3.45km twin-tunnel underground rail link up to 42 

metres below the city centre transforming the downtown Britomart Transport Centre into a 

two-way through-station that will better connect the Auckland rail network. Whilst not directly 

improving rail capacity for the south, the step change in the rail system will improve travel 

options and times and close a significant gap in customer service. CRL construction is 

underway and is due for completion in 2024. 

Additionally, a third main rail line between Westfield and Wiri and an upgrade of Westfield rail junction 

has been identified within the Transitional Rail Activity Class, ATAP and the RLTP.  This will increase 

rail capacity and provide better separation of passenger and freight services. There is also funding for 

the removal of road/rail level crossings to better manage safety risks. At the time of writing, this is not 

yet formally committed as full funding approval is yet to be obtained. 
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5. Defining the problem 

Taking into account the PBC problem statements, the current policy context, contextual changes 

discussed above, locally specific evidence, constraints, and opportunities, the project team15 agreed 

to a set of draft south area-wide problem statements and investment objectives. These were tested 

through discussion and development of key themes with key stakeholders and then refined. The links 

between the PBC problems and the problems for this IBC and the benefits of addressing these can be 

seen in Figure 17. 

Figure 17: SG PBC problems IBC South problems and benefits 

 

The PBC problem statements focus on the inability of the transport network to respond in a timely way 

to growth, cope with growing demands and reduced travel choices.  IBC problem statements were 

therefore developed to explain how each problem or opportunity presents in the Southern growth area 

in greater detail. The PBC problem statements specifically focused on the growth in terms of pace 

and scale, and the inability of the regional transport network to cope with this.   

The transportation component is developed further in the IBC to detail that there is a lack of transport 

choice in the southern area which is considered outside of the population growth.  

 

 

15 The project team includes representatives from AT, NZTA, transport planning, planning, environmental, engineering, 

urban design specialists. 
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5.1. Problem Statement 1: Capacity 

Over-reliance on the existing strategic transport corridors combined with rapid population 

growth in and around the Southern growth area will reduce the ability of the transport system 

to move people and goods efficiently (60%). 

Problem one highlights the lack of capacity on existing strategic corridors. Existing demand causes 

network constraints during peak periods’ indicating that as future rapid growth in population occurs in 

the South, the network will be unable to sustain an acceptable level of service.  If not addressed, the 

existing transport system will constrain the levels of access for residents in both the existing and 

future urbanised areas, limit development potential, decrease regional productivity and undermine the 

quality of life for residents and employees in the area. 

 Evidence to demonstrate cause 

There are four causes that demonstrate the problem of capacity on the southern transport network: 

• Cause 1: Imbalance between transport demands and network capacity driven by residential 

growth 

• Cause 2: Imbalance between households and jobs. 

• Cause 3: Mismatch of jobs in the area to the skills of the people living in the area. 

• Cause 4: Limited mode choice 

Cause 1: Imbalance between transport demands and network capacity driven by 

residential growth 

As described in the previous sections, significant residential and employment growth is planned for 

the South. The key areas of population growth are Drury, Drury West, Hingaia, Paerata and 

Pukekohe, as well as the towns of Pokeno and Tuakau in the North Waikato. This combined with the 

types of employment opportunities in the South is likely to lead to much greater travel demand on 

existing strategic corridors. 

Lack of connected and supporting routes (road and rail) mean there is a high reliance on SH1 and 

NIMT.  Additionally, physical constraints of only two tracks and limitations to operating effective RTNs 

and FTNs create capacity constraints. The strategic network is currently operating near capacity and 

heavy periods of congestion are experienced at interchanges and pinch points throughout the day.  

With Manukau and Auckland Airport being key employment centres, SH1/SH20 interchange is a 

bottleneck in the existing network in the evening peak. SH1 north of Drury interchange has heavy 

congestion throughout the day, as all traffic from Pukekohe, Drury and south of Auckland must go 

through this point. These are two such areas where the form of the network constrains the ability for 

travel demand to be met as shown in Figure 18. As population and development increases in the 

South in the future, this capacity issue will be exacerbated. 
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Figure 18: Network level of service 2016 AM Peak, with existing and forecast population and 

trip demand 
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At Pukekohe, there are limited opportunities for “through” traffic from surrounding communities to 

bypass the town centre.  An existing inner ring road brings through traffic closer to the town centre 

than is desirable, compromising access and the quality of the town centre environment.   

The Takaanini interchange is over capacity currently limiting access as shown in Figure 23.  

Congestion at the key interchange limits viable options to reach railway stations constraining access 

to the strategic transport network for longer distance travel.  

The strategic corridors have a key role to support the local, regional and national movements of 

freight.  These freight movements significantly impact network demand, and a considerable effect on 

capacity and network flows.  Both SH1 and SH22 are level 1 freight corridors and there are a number 

of existing and future major and minor freight generating and attracting areas in the study area.16 In a 

wider context, Hamilton is also becoming a hub for inland ports that will interact with SH1.  These 

freight movements require sufficient network capacity in order to move their goods effectively and 

efficiently without impacting on the level of service for other road users. 

Cause 2: Imbalance between households and jobs 

The future commuting patterns will depend on the characteristics of the workers likely to be resident in 

the area and the employment opportunities that can be offered.  

The growth in employment is disproportionate to the growth in households in the Southern growth 

area. This essentially means that there aren’t enough jobs being planned to cater for the increase in 

working age population moving to the area.   

• In the Southern growth area, there are currently 44,000 jobs and 61,000 households 

(72%)17 

• With the growth of 69,000 households and 44,600 jobs in the area, by 2046+, there are 

forecast to be 88,600 jobs and 130,000 households - a drop of 4% in the ratio of jobs to 

households.  

• Additionally, there is a marked drop in the ratio of jobs to households in the North Waikato 

areas of Pokeno and Tuakau from 76% to 34%. 

However, the other part of the equation is the type of jobs that are on offer, and whether they match 

the skills of the people moving to these areas.  

Cause 3: Mismatch of jobs in the area to the skills of the people living in the area 

The Southern growth area is isolated from main Auckland employment hubs such as Auckland central 

city, Auckland Airport and Manukau. The Silverdale area located 30-35kms north of Auckland is 

similarly isolated from Auckland’s major employment locations. 

 

 

16 https://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Land/Documents/ATAP-Freight-Report.pdf 

17 Base year 2016 and data sourced from AFC. 
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Like the Southern growth area, Silverdale is also experiencing considerable population growth.  

Richard Paling Consulting ‘Working Paper 6 -Commuting patterns of Silverdale’ examines the pattern 

of Silverdale commuting trips, which may be an indicator of travel patterns expected with the 

proposed development in the South. 

When comparing Silverdale and Hingaia as examples of areas with considerable recent development, 

Paling concludes that the relative lack of local employment opportunities in Hingaia appears to have 

resulted in part in higher long-distance commuting to the central city and in part in higher commuting 

to smaller local employment centres. This may reflect the nature of the employment sought by those 

moving to the new development areas with a higher emphasis on white collar jobs typically found in 

the central areas as shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Relativity of job type to location 

 

Cause 4: Limited mode choice 

Based on 2013 census data, 92% of all commuter trips in the South are made by private vehicle (car, 

truck, van motorcycle, other) with 5% on public transport and 3% active modes. 

This car dominance is likely to be driven by other mode options not meeting needs as a result of: 

• limited strategic walking or cycling corridors currently 

• existing walking and cycling network is generally limited to the existing urbanised areas 

• limited and unreliable public transport services (bus and rail) 
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• ingrained car dominated behaviour 

In terms of public transport, the NIMT rail line connects Auckland and Wellington and bisects the 

Southern area between Papakura and Pukekohe. The NIMT is a double track line that is currently 

non-electrified south of Papakura, with a diesel passenger shuttle service between Pukekohe and 

Papakura where an interchange is required. With only two tracks, frequency is constrained as shown 

in Figure 20. This limits the capacity of the train system. Historically there were stations located at 

Opāheke, Drury and Paerata but these have been disestablished and there are currently no 

intermediate rail stations operational between Papakura and Pukekohe. 

Figure 20 Existing Auckland passenger rail services Source: City Rail Link18 

  

As land is released for development, it is critical that the transport system enables a significantly 

higher proportion of trips to be made by public transport, walking and cycling.   

Increasing public transport service catchment areas is an important part of maximising public 

transport mode share, particularly for long distance travel from the urban periphery. This effective 

catchment can be significantly expanded through provision for active mode and micro-mobility modes 

such (e-bike and e-scooter). These modes extend the distance people are able and willing to travel to 

reach a public transport node (without using a vehicle) and can replace short to medium private 

vehicle or taxi trips. The micro-mobility modes have a further advantage of minimising external effects 

such as steep gradients and personal fitness levels.  

 

 

18 https://www.cityraillink.co.nz/crls-benefits/ 
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In addition to a transport network that can physically support walking and cycling and micro-mobility 

modes, suitable support infrastructure will be required at RTN stations and key public transport 

interchanges such as bicycle or micro mobility parking, electric charging points and lockers. 

 Customer insights on existing problems  

Figure 21 summarises current customer insights on problems within the existing southern transport 

network and suggestions for the future network, based on feedback received during the public 

consultation period (plus other survey and data sources, as described in Appendix H: Engagement 

Summary Report).  Similarly, Figure 22 provides insight into customer perspective of the existing 

issues (real or perceived) in relation to the use of public transport and active transport. 
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Figure 21: Customer insights – existing road network issues 
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Figure 22: Customer insight – existing public transport and active transport issues 

 

The customers insights reflect the same issues as described above, namely: 

• network congestion 

• conflicting demands with freight  

• lack of walking and cycling facilities 

• safety – lack of facilities and poor urban design leading to mode choice barrier 

• PT frequency/offering not meeting needs being barrier to mode choice. 
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 The consequences – What if we do nothing? 

If this problem is not addressed, the following consequences can be expected in the Southern growth 

area. 

Consequence 1: Heavy congestion all-day 

From a north-south perspective, SH1 is the only strategic road corridor. SH22 is also a key transport 

corridor for accessing Pukekohe and surrounds. Significant pinch points on these key routes currently 

exist at Drury, Papakura and Takaanini as shown in Figure 23 using Google Traffic real-time 

information mapping. This demonstrates that lack of network capacity for existing travel demand.  As 

population and development increases in the South, this capacity issue and resultant congestion will 

be exacerbated.  Congestion leads to extensive extension of peak periods across much of the day, 

reducing productivity and resilience. 

Figure 23: Existing daytime (weekday) congestion 

 

Modelling indicates that in 2046+ under a Do Minimum transport network, many of the transport 

network links are under considerable strain.  The modelling considers the traffic demand compared to 

the capacity of the road on which it is travelling to determine a vehicle capacity ratio (VCR). 
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The analysis indicates that SH1 during the AM, inter-peak and PM peak will experience reduced 

reliability; this impacts on the resilience of the strategic network.  This will impact private vehicle trips 

as well as freight movements which in turn has a significant economic impact. 

Consequence 2: Constrained network, heavy congestion and reduced economic 

opportunity 

As level 1 freight corridors19 both SH1 and SH22 are designated strategic corridors of regional and 

national significance for the movement of freight. The number of existing and future major and minor 

freight generating and attracting areas in the study area also show economic importance of freight in 

the Southern growth area. These freight movements require sufficient network capacity in order to 

move goods effectively and efficiently without impacting on the level of service for other road users.  

Freight movements have a significant impact on network demand and network flow; particularly in 

congested network conditions where heavy vehicles take longer to stop and start.  

The forecast ratio of flow volume to capacity of the Do Minimum network in 2046+ during the inter 

peak is shown in Figure 24. The level of congestion and network impedance is clearly evident with 

much of the state highway operating in excess of 80% and 100% V/C. 

 

 

19 https://www.transport.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Land/Documents/ATAP-Freight-Report.pdf 
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Figure 24: Ratio of flow volume to capacity for 2046+ Inter peak Do Minimum network  
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Freight logistics planning strongly depends on reliable freight routes. Time spent in congested 

conditions has significant financial implications for operators.  The cost of congestion can be 

approximately monetised based on a $90–$120 per hour standing cost per vehicle. In a very 

competitive industry, these additional costs cannot be passed on, placing extreme pressure and risk 

on an important economic sector20.  

Under current (2016) conditions HCVs spend 2% of their travel time spent in severe congestion. This 

is forecast to increase to 35% by 2046 if only do minimum intervention occurs, as shown below in 

Figure 25. This would likely result in substantial disruptions and lost economic opportunity for the 

freight sector. 

Figure 25: Proportion of Heavy Commercial Vehicle travel time spent in severe congestion 

(LOS EF) during interpeak 

 

Consequence 3: Unreliable access to and along the strategic transport network 

Journey time reliability is a key metric in determining the effectiveness of the transport system in 

supporting transport demand and access to employment and social opportunities. Travel time 

reliability is important to customers, as they plan their daily activities and make decisions about how 

they will travel and where they want to live. A reasonable travel time is assumed to be 30 minutes 

beer private car and 45 minutes by PT. 

Average journey times to key destinations by car and public transport are shown below in Figure 26. 

The consequence of insufficient investment over time is clearly seen with travel times increasing by 

around 30 mins to all destinations, reflecting the increasing levels of congestion across the network 

during morning peak. 

 

 

20https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/research/reports/625/625-use-of-technology-to-measure-and-improve-

freight-movements.pdf 
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Figure 26: Travel time comparison 

   

Reliability is a key factor for public transport attractiveness and patronage uptake.  

Numerous studies consistently show that patronage growth on urban bus services is directly linked to 

improvements in frequency and reliability. Major bus system improvements in Australia and Europe 

have shown that the largest increases in patronage are related to increases in service levels, bus 

rapid transit and bus priority systems targeting improved reliability. 

Bus travel time reliability and timetable adherence is compromised when impeded by congestion. This 

impacts on its attractiveness as a mode, as well as having significant implications for bus operators. 

The proportion of time buses spend in severe congestion currently is 20% as shown in Figure 27.  

Based on the 2046+ growth scenario, the time buses spend in severe congestion will increases to 

27%.  This is the result of increased network pressure and lack of priority measures for buses. This 

decrease in level of service for buses will impede reliability.   

Figure 27 Proportion of time spent in severe congestion (V/C >0.9) by PT (excluding rail) per 

capita per annum during the AM Peak period. 

 

Public transport is vital to move large numbers of people to key destinations.  There are 

consequences of not providing infrastructure that supports the forecast growth in the Southern area.  

Based on the existing track and service capacity, by 2046 the rail network is expected to exceed its 

capacity with there being no seated capacity available past Papakura as shown in Figure 28 below. 

This will primarily impact the attractiveness of public transport for people wanting to use the system 

from the established communities in the South. It is also anticipated that without intervention, the 

trains will have no standing capacity beyond Puhinui.  The impact of this is significant for those living 
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north of this point who wish to use public transport. The potential knock-on effect is a shift away from 

public transport back to car adding additional pressure to the road network in the Isthmus.  

Figure 28: Rail capacity versus demand 

 

Consequence 4: Poor access to employment, education, community facilities and 

services 

Level of access is dependent on the availability of local jobs and social opportunities/facilities, plus the 

availability and effectiveness of the transport network to access key employment centres. If this 

problem is not addressed, predicted population and travel demand growth will exacerbate access 

problems and transport constraints in the South; constraining access and decreasing liveability. 

Future access has been tested by modelling the number of jobs accessible within 45 mins by public 

transport and 30 mins by car, comparing 2016 (existing) with Future (2046+) based on the Do 

Minimum scenario as shown in Figure 29. Employment centres are also a proxy for access to social 

opportunities because these are often located in and around employment centres.  
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Figure 29: Job accessibility 

 

 

 This comparison shows that: 

• Between 2016 and 2046+, the number of jobs accessible by car reduces in Takaanini and 

Opāheke/Drury, suggesting increased network constraints. Whilst in Pukekohe accessibility 

to jobs by car increases marginally, reflecting increased employment opportunities in this 

area. 

• The jobs accessible by public transport are significantly less compared to car, for both 2016 

and 2046+. 

• Public transport access to jobs improves in Takaanini and Pukekohe in 2046+ scenario, 

however remains at very low levels for Opāheke and Drury. 

Consequence 5: Poor quality of life for residents and employees in the area 

Poor access to where people live, work and play has a direct impact on quality of life (e.g. longer 

journey times so less time spent with family, impacts on health and wellbeing). 

Consequence 6: Over reliance on car travel 

Limited mode choice for mobility and access leads to over reliance on car travel to access 

opportunities.  

Over reliance on car travel is undesirable as: 
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• it will not solve our congestion problem or support growth 

• it will lead to poor urban form (car-oriented development) 

• it will add more greenhouse gases to the environment (assuming expected domination of 

petrochemical fuel engines) 

• less efficient at moving people than public transport and undermines an effective and 

attractive PT system 

• social isolation and health impacts 

• adverse safety outcomes as private vehicles are an inherently dangerous mode of transport 

• those without a car cannot get around. This is most likely to affect the already vulnerable 

segments of the community including youth, the elderly and those with lower incomes. 

It is undesirable and unaffordable to build a network that can accommodate all trips by private car. 

Consequence 7: Compromised network resilience 

The existing transport network in the South includes critical North/South transport corridors of regional 

and national significance with few alternative routes.  This means there is a high risk and vulnerability 

from disruptive events. If access to the transport system is disrupted, the effects will have high social 

and economic impacts for direct users of the network and those who receive goods and services via 

the transport system.  

The decrease in the resilience of the critical SH1 route is shown in Figure 30 with travel time doubling 

from 15 to 31 minutes between 2016 and 2046. 

Figure 30: SH1 Bombay to Manukau travel time 

 

Improving network resilience is critical to the Southern growth areas. Proposed network 

improvements to increase system resilience in the south include: 

• additional North-South and East-West links  

• Mill Road and Pukekohe Expressway corridor 

• upgrades to SH1 including bus improvements along SH1 

• improved connections to Manukau and Puhinui Station. 
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5.2. Problem 2: Integration and route protection 

Failure to integrate transport planning with pace, scale and form of urban development will 

limit the opportunity for the transport system to positively contribute to quality, connected 

urban and natural environments in the Southern growth area.  

Problem two recognises the need for integration of land use planning and transport planning to 

manage the opportunities from the imminent population growth to shape the transport system in a 

positive fashion.  Failure to do so could have significant detrimental implications on urban form as well 

as the urban and natural environments. It will also impact on the choices and quality of life for people 

living in the South study area. 

 Evidence to demonstrate cause 

Evidence has been investigated based on the following three causes: 

• Cause 1: Pace and scale of urban development 

• Cause 2: Form of urban development  

• Cause 3: Failure to protect corridors 

Cause 1: Pace and scale of urban development 

As described in early chapters, and illustrated below in Figure 31, the anticipated scale of growth in 

the Southern growth areas is huge. In addition to the Southern growth urban areas (Takaanini, Drury 

West, Opāheke Drury, Paerata & Pukekohe), there is also significant growth in existing urban 

communities in the south and North Waikato, placing increased pressure on the southern transport 

network. There is also pressure to expand the RUB and the live zoned areas already being 

developed.  Growth of this scale requires a unique planning response.   

Figure 31: Population growth in the South21 

 

 

 

21 Sourced from AFC projections 
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The timing of the growth in the Southern growth urban area will influence likely outcomes.  A staged 

release of future urban land is set out in 2017 FULSS and shown below in Figure 32. 

Figure 32: Proposed staging of development 

  

Developers have the ability to strongly influence the pace and scale of development.  There are a 

number of developers in Drury and early indications is that they intent to lodge private plan changes 

early next year, ahead of Council structure planning process.  If developers are able to proceed, 

integrated planning outcomes are less likely as developers will be primarily focussed on their own 
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purposes rather than wider considerations such as the transport network, and the challenges Te Tupu 

Ngātahi is trying to address. 

Cause 2: Form of urban development 

The benefits of a fully sustainable urban mobility system include: 

• Improved accessibility for all users. 

• Balanced system that responds to diverse demands for people, businesses and industry. 

• Integration of different transport modes. 

• Is sustainable and balances the need for economic viability, social equity, health and 

environmental quality. 

• Optimised efficiency and cost effectiveness. 

• Better use of urban space and existing transport infrastructure and services. 

• Enhanced attractiveness of the urban environment, quality of life and public health. 

• Improved safety and security. 

• Reduced air and noise pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption. 

A transport system dominated by infrastructure for private vehicles will generally promote peripheral 

low-density urban developments that are reliant on access by private car. Furthermore, incremental 

upgrades to existing dominant car infrastructure (like in Auckland), reinforces current behaviour. 

Figure 33 provides examples of transport integration and urban form in different parts of Auckland.  

New Lynn shows evidence of a lower private vehicle mode share than elsewhere, despite being 

retrofitted into an existing car-dominated area.  This shows that the opportunity for behaviour change 

and land use change are greater when TOD is specifically designed for and implemented early. 

In comparison, transport systems that include high quality public transport and walking and cycling 

promote and support development of higher density urban centres and corridors, which in turn attract 

more development and people. As evidence of this, the Unitary Plan has implemented higher intensity 

zoning around RTN catchments such as AMETI Stage 2a (Panmure to Pakuranga). Recent analysis 

of consenting data in Auckland shows that this intensity is being taken up i.e. 40% of dwellings 

consented in the 2016 defined urban area were in RT catchments, even though the catchments make 

up only 25% of Auckland’s area (Chief Economist Unit, Auckland Council, 2018). 

Intense, compact, mixed-use environments at centres and along corridors reduce trip numbers and 

trip lengths and encourage mode shift away from private vehicle travel. 

Figure 33: Urban form examples in Auckland 
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Cause 3: Failure to protect corridors 

Route protection is a mechanism that provides opportunity to secure land requirements now for future 

transport corridors.  This ensures the transport system is able to influence good urban form and 

encourage sustainable travel behaviours in the future.  This is especially important given the scale 

and pace of the imminent growth in the South. 

Route protection options include designation, plan change/zoning, structure planning or precinct plan 

provisions and landowner agreements.  These options recognise that the level of protection 

appropriate for any option is a balance of the degree of control or restriction on the use of land (prior 

to infrastructure development) and the potential costs that such protection may impose on both 

existing landowners and either AT or the Transport Agency. 

Within the Southern growth area, the Unitary Plan changed much of the area from a rural land zone to 

the Future Urban Zone (FUZ). While the FUZ is a transitional zone and cannot be developed before 

being ‘live zoned’, the value of the land has increased following the announcement of the FUZ zone. 

The structure planning process is currently underway for Pukekohe-Paerata and Drury-Opāheke by 

Auckland Council, as a tool for planning the appropriate zoning for the wider FUZ zoned area. The 

structure plan will indicate the location of the town centres, commercial and residential zoned land. 

The structure plan area will then be live zoned through a subsequent plan change process. Land 

value is likely to increase once the structure planning and live zoning processes are completed as 

development can then commence. Integration between the land use and transport planning are 

essential to maximise and support the development potential of the FUZ areas. 

Given the scale of opportunity, failure to protect the corridors to deliver a flexible transport system to 

positively contribute to quality, connected urban and natural environments in the Southern growth 

area will have significant consequences. 
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The imminent pressure of build out and lost opportunity is faced across the programme. This pressure 

was identified by the PBC as being felt most in the Southern areas, with route protection pressure 

identified from 2019 onwards.  The need for route protection is now imminent, and there is a threat to 

achieving the desired outcomes of the programme if the pace of urbanisation cannot be responded to. 

 The consequences – What if we do nothing? 

Consequence 1: Escalation in cost to deliver required infrastructure 

Property prices within the Auckland region are growing at a significant rate. In addition to the general 

increase in property value for residential areas, changes in land zoning have a significant impact on 

the value of land (Figure 34).  

A research paper by MBIE22 reported a threefold change in average value between land just within 

and just outside the Rural Urban Boundary in the Auckland region.   

Figure 34 Mid-point land value at selected points in the development process 

 

Land prices are escalating rapidly.  Auckland Council property information23 shows the magnitude of 

change in land value between 2014 and 2017. The percentage increase in land values in Drury are 

shown in Figure 35 and for Pukekohe in Figure 36.  As this graphic illustrates, land values across 

these areas have increased predominately by over 100%, with the value of red areas escalating by 

greater than 500%. 

  

 

 

22 MBIE, 2017 National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity Price efficiency indicators technical report: 

Rural-urban differentials. 

23 https://geomapspublic.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/viewer/index.html 
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Figure 35: Change in land values Drury 

 

Figure 36: Change in land values Pukekohe 

 

The Southern growth area may face significant build-out pressures and the cost of purchasing land 

retrospectively once infrastructure has been built is high. This only adds to the impetus that 

appropriate corridors should be protected before live zoning and development proceeds. 
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If not protected, land acquisition for future infrastructure projects has the potential to be financially 

prohibitive. This has significant implications for delivering a future network to support growth in the 

FUZ areas and supports the case for route protection as an approach to the delivery of the 

recommended network. 

Consequence 2: Poor land use integration and environmental outcomes 

A lack of integrated land use and transport planning will limit the ability of the transport system to 

positively contribute to liveability and a quality, connected urban environment in the growth areas. If 

transport and land use are not integrated well, the transport system could promote land uses that do 

not support the land use outcomes sought for Auckland in the Auckland Plan and AUP: OP.  It is 

difficult and expensive to upgrade strategic transport corridors when adjacent land is already 

urbanised – as this means more disruption, more encroachment on existing development and the 

natural environment, and more requirement for mitigation of impacts on the existing environment (e.g. 

for noise, visual, natural environmental impacts).  

Without an integrated approach to transport and land use planning such as transit oriented 

development and mechanisms to drive high occupancy modes, there will be lost opportunities and 

further car dominance leading to poor environmental outcomes. 

Consequence 3: Poor urban form outcomes 

The pace and scale of urban development being ineffectively managed could lead to poor urban form 

and land use integration.  There is a particular risk if development is developer led. Developers are 

going to serve their own purposes, which may lead to poor urban form outcomes. There are a number 

of challenges for existing and future streets that will need to be addressed to avoid poor urban form 

outcomes including: 

• severance of links between North Island and Auckland 

• poor public transport services. 

• severance impacts on communities and neighbourhoods (such as highly trafficked roads 

and streets) 

• poor quality public realm 

• barriers to residents easily and safely walking to nearby shops or employment opportunities. 

• poor levels of air, water and noise pollution around roads/transport corridors. 

If managed properly, the transport system can provide strong leverage for promoting land use 

outcomes and achieving a good quality urban form. Land use planning optimally should include land 

use design to support the uptake of public transport and active modes.  Factors that influence good 

urban form include: 

• rapid public transport networks 

• strong pedestrian networks and connections 

• safe and dedicated cycle provision 

• shared spaces, especially in main streets 

• reductions in speed. 
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In summary, there is compelling evidence for the cause and consequence of these problem 

statements, confirming the validity of the problem statements. The problems identified above have 

associated benefits and objectives, which are outlined in the following section. 
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6. Benefits, investment objectives and key performance 
indicators 

The Southern growth area problem statements, benefits and investment objectives are outlined in 

Figure 37. Addressing the problems will provide a wide range of benefits for the Southern growth 

area. Based on the PBC objectives, three investment objectives were collaboratively developed for 

the IBC, and agreed on by the project owners.  

The objectives align well with the GPS (2018), which recognises that investment for improved access 

should be guided by land use and transport planning that reduces the need for single occupant 

vehicle trips in urban areas; making the best use of the existing network and services; and providing 

new infrastructure or services where necessary to support planned growth (including housing 

developments).  

This IBC investigation aligns itself with these principles via an established partnership with Auckland 

Council to ensure effective transport and land use integration. This integration aims to reduce the 

need to travel by providing access to opportunities but also by making public transport, walking and 

cycling connections more attractive than car travel where travel takes place.  It also adopts the 

Transport Agency’s hierarchy of interventions in developing options, thereby considering options 

which make the best use of the existing network before new infrastructure is considered. A strong 

focus is on developing a mode-neutral strategic transport system which enables transport choice for 

residents and provides access to economic and social opportunities. 
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PART B – ECONOMIC CASE  

7. Options development and assessment process 

7.1. Overview 

This IBC further tests and develops the recommendations of the PBC. A wide range of options and 

alternatives to resolve the problems and meet the investment objectives outlined in Section 6.have 

been tested, including those identified in the PBC. 

A key part of the option development and assessment process was engaging with partners, 

stakeholders and the public.  Their perspectives and contribution are discussed throughout Part B. 

This chapter has been split into two sections. 

Section 7.2 sets out the: 

• steps involved in the option development and assessment process from the long list to the 

short list and from the shortlist to the recommended network 

• Multi-Criteria Assessment process used to evaluate the effects and opportunities associated 

with each option  

• approach to travel demand management 

• assumptions made and refined through the optioneering process 

 

Section 8  provides a summary of why options were discounted and includes feedback and response 

to consultation and engagement with both the public and Manawhenua. 

Further details are provided in Appendix B: Options Assessment Report, Appendix C: Transport 

Assessment Report and Appendix D: Economics Report. 

Figure 38 below details the optioneering process that was undertaken to develop and assess the 

options. 
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Figure 38: Optioneering process 
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7.2. Multi criteria assessment process 

All infrastructure options have been assessed at both the long list and short list phases against the Te 

Tupu Ngātahi Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) framework. The framework assesses option 

performance against the investment objectives and four wellbeing’s: cultural, social, environmental 

and economic. Under each wellbeing grouping, a combination of effects and opportunities are 

considered.  

The options were assessed in the context of an environment where FUZ land has been live-zoned 

and urbanised and other existing zones have developed in a manner anticipated by the AUP: OP.  

The MCA wellbeing’s and criteria are summarised in Figure 39 and explained in more detail in 

Appendix B: Options Assessment Report. The wellbeing’s are groupings of related criteria which 

operate alongside the investment objectives e.g. the investment objectives also assess social and 

economic impacts of options. 

The purpose of the MCA framework is to identify relevant effects, opportunities and factors for the 

assessment of the options.  The MCA was used to inform the project team’s recommendations on 

which options to discard and which to include in the recommended network.  

Figure 39: MCA wellbeing’s and criteria 

 

 Cultural – Manawhenua  

Under the cultural wellbeing grouping several criteria relate to Manawhenua.  Manawhenua agreed 

that they preferred not to score the MCA. Instead a qualitative analysis of the options was provided 

and general principles which were included in the option analysis.  Following a targeted specialist 

workshop, two wider group workshops, and a follow up hui, Manawhenua representatives have 

expressed views, provided specialist advice and raised key issues.  

 Non-scored criteria 

In addition to the scored criteria, several non-scored criteria were considered (refer to Table 11). 

These criteria were assessed qualitatively due to their complexity and importance.  
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Figure 40: Demand management influence through the project lifecycle 

 

This hierarchy of intervention for travel demand has been at the forefront of thinking throughout the 

SBC. The remaining part of Section 7.3 below specifically sets out how this hierarchy for influencing 

demand has been applied throughout the option development and assessment phase.    

 Step 1 – Strategic approach 

At a strategic level, a framework of problems, benefits and investment objectives were developed for 

the Southern growth area (see Section 5 and 6).  A set of KPIs and measures were developed to 

quantify the outcomes associated with each investment objective.  These KPIs were used to evaluate 

options in both a quantitative (where possible) and qualitative manner.  

Options were assessed on their ability to address the identified problems and respond to these 

indicators, which included such things as providing access to key destinations and connecting desire 

lines. Options that responded best were selected for a recommended package of improvements. 

These objectives explicitly guided the option development and assessment towards a reduction in 

single occupant vehicle travel, which is at the heart of managing demand.  The objectives required 

that ‘reliable access is maintained’ and not that ‘sufficient capacity be provided’ to meet demand.  This 

guided decision-makers towards options that do not over-provide capacity and instead focus on what 

is required for reliability. 

 Step 2 – Place shaping/developing good urban form  

The importance of place shaping and developing good urban form is paramount to influence travel 

behaviour.  Designing new neighbourhoods with jobs, local centres, schools and parks within walking 

or cycling distance of houses and connected with good quality, frequent public transport provides 

attractive travel choices and significantly reduces the need to travel by private vehicle.   
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Place shaping is integrated into the SBC in several ways to achieve desirable demand management 

outcomes, as follows: 

• Applying transport network and land use integration principles to the design of options to 

maximise access, e.g. co-locating public transport interchanges with centres and/or 

intensification. 

• Working closely with Auckland Council to articulate the interdependencies between major 

transport projects and land use to inform future structure planning (i.e. the rail stations and 

Drury town centres). The Te Tupu Ngātahi team is undertaking an integrated transport 

assessment to ensure that transport corridors and networks are aligned with land use and 

maximise access to walking, cycling and public transport. 

• Applying urban design framework principles to the development of options e.g. considering 

the rapid transit corridors’ relationships with urban centres. 

The transport network and land-use integration principles were developed to define the expectations 

of key spatial connections. These are informed by the functional needs of the Southern growth area 

including trip purpose, origins and destinations, and modal integration. The functional needs and 

associated corridor cross sections (the form) have been uniformly applied across the entire 

Supporting Growth programme and are discussed further below. 

Strategic connections 

Strategic connections focus on the key desire lines to/from, and through, the study area that support 

the planned growth in the Southern growth area, whilst providing access to the social and economic 

opportunities and maintaining reliability for freight and inter-regional travel.  

32m urban arterial  

Form – 32m carriageway, accommodating separated walking and cycling, and four lanes for public 

transport, freight and general traffic. 

Application – Strategic movement corridors to cater for all modes, including freight. 

Figure 41 Example 32m cross section – cross section A 

 

25m urban arterial  

Form – 25m carriageway, accommodating separated walking and cycling, public transport facilities, 

and two lanes for public transport and general traffic. 
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Application – Strategic movement corridors where the demand can be managed within a two-lane 

corridor, and therefore a 32m cross section is not required. 

Figure 42 Example 25m cross section – cross section B 

 

25m rural arterial  

Form – 25m carriageway, accommodating walking and cycling, four traffic lanes (with potential for 

public transport/ managed lanes) and access to the collector network generally limited to 

roundabouts.  

Application – strategic movement corridors with a high-speed environment (80km/hr) with access 

limited.  

Figure 43: Example 25m arterial cross-section – cross section C 

 

Motorway lanes 3/4 lanes plus PT bus shoulder running lane  

Form – bus shoulder running in a 3.5m lane adjacent an existing three lane motorway or an additional 

new 3.5m lane plus bus shoulder running in a 3.5-4.2m shoulder. 

Application – strategic movement and FTN corridors such as the existing SH1 after completion of the 

current Southern Corridor works. 
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Figure 44: Example Motorway and FTN bus shoulder running – cross-section D 

 

PT Heavy rail four tracks mainline and electrification extension 

Form – additional three or four tracks plus associated extension of the current or future proposed two-

track electrification.  A 5.2m standard track separation is provided (4m is the existing separation on 

the current track) in conjunction with KiwiRail requirements, plus electrification clearance and a 6m 

buffer overall buffer to achieve a corridor width of 28m. 

The station cross section includes 10m wide island platforms and associated access bridge and 

platform infrastructure (refer to Section 2.1 of Appendix E: Engineering and Cost). This results in a 

corridor allowance for up to 42m based on a four-track option.  

Application – the widening of the existing NIMT corridor from Puhinui to Pukekohe to accommodate 

four rail tracks (currently two tracks). The cross-section incorporates application KiwiRail standard 

clearances, swales rail formation and cut and fills.   

Figure 45: Example four track rail and electrification extension – cross section E 

 

Takaanini, Opāheke-Drury and Pukekohe/Paerata options focus on providing access to/from and 

within the study areas, and also providing access to the strategic connections to support the planned 

growth. The aim is to shape travel behaviours by integrating with land use activities and to encourage 

travel by active modes and public transport to reduce reliance on private vehicle travel.  

Active modes 

The active mode network has been considered holistically and developed in conjunction with the 

strategic and arterial road network. Once the objectives and key spatial connections were identified, 

the surrounding network and structure plans were reviewed to highlight potential opportunities with 

developers and AT. Based on design principles and best practice metrics the regional and primary 

network was developed around the emerging preferred arterial road network to provide safe, efficient, 

convenient and attractive active mode connections within the south. 
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Out of scope interventions 

Interventions outside of the SBC area were also considered if they significantly contributed to 

addressing the identified objectives. There is also a need to consider the downstream effects of 

interventions outside of the study areas. These effects may be identified at a later stage through the 

assessment of options.  

Interventions outside the SBC area which may address the identified objectives or potential 

downstream effects include the following: 

• the Airport to Botany RTN and 20Connect (SH20) 

• growth in the North Waikato and other south Auckland areas, including Pokeno, Tuakau, 

Kingseat and Waiuku. 

 Step 3 – System design principles  

A range of system design principles (highlighted in Figure 46) were considered during the option 

development and evaluation process.  These principles provide a framework for classifying the types 

of interventions considered based on current strategic and guidance documents (e.g. the Government 

Policy Statement (GPS) 2018, AT’s Roads and Streets Framework and the NZ Transport Agency’s 

Urban Design Framework). 

The relative effectiveness of different options to manage demand in the Southern growth area specific 

context was evaluated using the agreed investment objectives and KPIs.  Options that performed 

better against these indicators were selected for the recommended network. 
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Figure 46: Network design principles 

 

 Step 4 – Operational interventions 

A range of operational travel demand management options were identified at the long list stage that 

could be applied in parallel to complement the strategic network infrastructure recommended in the 

business case.  

 Influencing demand in South Auckland 

The impact of the suite of TDM measures applied across the recommended network has reduced the 

demand for private vehicles by 10%. 
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 Beyond the scope of IBC considerations 

In developing the long list, there were a range of options considered to be beyond the scope of the 

IBC on the basis they: 

• fall outside of the study areas, unless they are able to fundamentally address the identified 

objectives 

• are being addressed by other projects (e.g. upgrade to Puhinui Road, six laning SH1 from 

Papakura to Bombay) 

• are not relevant to the problem we are seeking to solve (e.g. are not related to the identified 

growth in the SBC area).  
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8. Options analysis 

This section describes the recommended transport network for the Southern growth area which was 

developed through an option analysis and refinement process from long list to short list to the final 

compilation of the recommended network. 

8.1. Recommended network 

The guiding principle of this business case is that unconstrained demand should not be provided for, 

and opportunities should be sought to influence and reduce demand before infrastructure options are 

considered. The application of these demand management principles and urban interventions are 

anticipated to encourage travel by active modes and public transport to reduce reliance on private 

vehicle travel, reduce pressure on the environment, and to create a cohesive community with a strong 

character and sense of identity that is not dominated by car travel. 

The recommended network provides an enhanced range of travel options whether their travel is 

generated from the Southern growth area or from further afield. The recommended transport network 

has been chosen as it best delivers against the investment objectives described in Section 6. 

Highlights of the recommended network include:  

• Rail capacity upgrade and associated stations to achieve a high level of integration with 

existing and future land use. There is opportunity to influence the form and density of land 

use along the rail corridor and around station locations, leading to an increased uptake in 

public transport and improved accessibility. The rail network is essential for achieving a 

balanced PT response and considered to be the heavy lifter for public transport in the south.   

• Frequent Transit Networks on several strategic corridors including State Highway 1 and 

Great South Road. FTN will complement and support rail to reduce the need for new 

arterials to serve the growth area particularly for the key north-south movements through 

frequent and efficient bus services between Drury, Manukau and Puhinui Station. 

• A safe and attractive active mode network with strategic connections and facilities on 

arterial roads will provide high quality, safe and attractive routes along desire lines, linking 

key activity centres and public transport stations. A high quality and comprehensive network 

will enable significant mode shift to active modes and an improved urban environment. 

• New strategic arterial corridors to support State Highway 1 including Mill Road and 

Pukekohe Expressway will improve reliability for freight and inter-regional travel, provide 

access to the proposed business (industrial) land, and allow other corridors to be focussed 

towards place making and local function. These corridors will need to be staged and 

managed to ensure mode shift targets are not undermined. 

• New arterial networks at Takaanini, Opāheke-Drury and Pukekohe-Paerata will match 

the surrounding urbanisation, prioritise public transport and active modes enhancing 

transport choice, accessibility and travel behaviour change within existing and new 

communities.   

• Safety improvements on existing roads will focus on safer outcomes for all users, support 

resilience and capacity benefits for the network. 

The outcome of this integrated approach is a recommended network that enables an additional 

40,000 jobs within accessible reach by public transport and provides a quality and connected urban 
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form with 20% of households within easy walk and over 50% of households within an easy cycle of an 

RTN.  

The recommended network of infrastructure projects is outlined in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47: South IBC recommended network 
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8.3. Options – short list 

 Short list assessment 

This section describes the short list and sets out the reasons for selecting the recommended options 

and the rationale for discarding remaining options. The short list packaged together individual 

components and assessed competing options (or packages of options) and interdependencies 

between different options.  

The short list assessment summaries below include a summary of feedback from key stakeholders 

and the public, received during the public consultation period. This feedback does not relate directly to 

all the option components outlined in this section, as only key decisions were included in the public 

engagement material. The key decisions people were asked to comment on include:  

• Rail upgrades - issues and opportunities associated with increasing rail line capacity and 

rail station locations. 

• RTN/FTN – a range of RTN and FTN options were included in the shortlist to further 

investigate potential patronage and destinations. 

• Walking and cycling – four options for strategic walking and cycling corridors: along SH1, 

between Pukekohe and Drury, along SH22, and along a new expressway.  

• Strategic connections – issues and opportunities associated with the widening of SH1, 

nine options for the northern, central and southern sections of Mill Road, six options for 

access to Pukekohe. 

• Drury – Opāheke – issues and opportunities associated with four east-west options, 21 

arterial options. 

• Pukekohe – issues and opportunities associated with three east-west options, four existing 

arterial upgrades, two western ring route options, eight eastern ring route options and five 

south ring route options. 

• Takaanini – issues and opportunities associated with five scenarios for upgrades to level 

crossings. 

Preliminary design was undertaken using Infraworks to confirm a potential ‘corridors’ for route 

protection of each option. For the purposes of the short list assessment, the corridors were assumed 

as a nominal 100m wide footprint for all options. This was intended to provide a guide as to where the 

road and rapid transit alignments could be located, with the exact alignment to be determined as part 

of the DBC.  

Partner feedback on options was also captured in the IBC workshops and incorporated into the MCA 

process. This is also summarised in the short list assessments below.   
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 Short list assessment summaries 

The short list assessments for each option grouping are discussed below.  For the SBC, the most 

significant option decision related to rail upgrades including both station locations and increasing rail 

capacity to achieve the desired quantum shift in mode share as well as facilitate growth and efficiency 

for the movement of freight. Rail upgrade options are illustrated in Figure 48. 

 Rail upgrades  

Figure 48 Rail upgrade options 
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Functional intent: To provide opportunities to maximise potential mode shift to public transport 

through increased access to rail (through stations), and increased capacity on the rail corridor to cater 

for future urban growth. 

Rail upgrade options investigated at the short list included: 

• two options to increase capacity of the rail corridor  

• four options for Drury central rail station 

• seven options for Drury west rail station 

• three options for Paerata rail station 

Recommended options:   

• four main tracks from Wiri to Pukekohe (MT9B) 

• three railway stations - Drury Central 2 – located to the north of the tributary of Hingaia 

stream and adjacent to Flanagan Road; Drury West 3 or 4 – located adjacent to Jesmond 

Road; Paerata 2 – located north of Sim Road. 

Reasons for selection 

Rail Corridor 

Committed rail projects through ATAP include investment in a third main rail line between Wiri and 

Quay Park and extending rail electrification from Papakura to Pukekohe. These projects aim to 

support growth, improve network efficiency, improve travel times and public transport uptake.  

Further upgrades to rail to match travel demand and patterns in Auckland’s south have been 

investigated.  These include improved access to the rail network and improved travel times along the 

southern rail line through the introduction of express services that can overtake trains servicing all 

stations. Two options to increase rail capacity through upgrading from two tracks to either three or 

four tracks (from Wiri to Pukekohe) were also assessed at the short list. 

KiwiRail is the requiring authority for the rail corridor and discussions are ongoing on their future plans 

and recommendations made by Te Tupu Ngātahi. KiwiRail has advised that fully supporting express 

rail services will require a fourth main rail line between Westfield and Wiri, a third or ultimately fourth 

main line between Wiri and Papakura and third main line between Papakura and Pukekohe. 

The Te Tupu Ngātahi assessment against the SBC investment objectives indicated that four tracks 

scored highest. While both the three track and four track options increase the people moving capacity, 

and journey time reliability, the impact on improving timeliness and capacity for freight is greater with 

four tracks.  Due to the national significance of freight the fourth line option scores highest against 

investment objective two as well as objective three.  

Preliminary assessment and discussion with KiwiRail indicates that two additional tracks can 

generally be contained within the existing KiwiRail designation, however there will be some places 

where this is not possible. Upgrading the rail corridor to four tracks involves significant overbridge 

changes and potentially extensive property purchase. This is expected to require the widening of 10 

existing bridges and 51 culverts along the rail corridor. A number of existing level crossings have 

been identified for closure and are discussed further in the Takaanini section. All other level crossing 

closures are assumed to be carried out by others (KiwiRail/AT) as part of safety improvements 
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Support was received from the public for inclusion of a rail station in Drury west, and to integrate it 

with the potential town centre or with the Catholic school zoned site. Feedback received also 

requested decision making on the location of Drury west train station to be a priority given known 

development plans/potential in Drury west.  

There was public support for a rail station in Paerata, to be accompanied with a large park and ride. 

There was a request to make an early decision on the Paerata rail station location given other 

landowner development plans in Paerata.  

The project team and workshop three attendees agreed that the Drury rail stations are considered to 

be priority for decade one staging.  
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 Rapid and frequent transit bus network 

Rapid transit provides fast, frequent and high-capacity public transport services, separated from 

general traffic and therefore not affected by road congestion.  It delivers safe and attractive 

alternatives to private car travel and provides opportunities to develop quality, highly accessible urban 

places centred around stations. Figure 49 shows the extent of the proposed network for the South. 

Figure 49 Rapid and frequent transit bus network 

 

Functional intent: To augment the capacity of the PT system and provide high quality public 

transport coverage to existing areas not well serviced by rail.  Additionally, provide high quality public 

transport directly into new urban areas and connecting services to support access to rail. 
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costs. There are also stormwater constraints in Takaanini (relating to all options) that will require 

careful management.  

Manawhenua feedback summary 

Manawhenua  

 

 

Public/stakeholder feedback summary 

There was strong public support for rapid transit corridors that provide fast, frequent and reliable 

services, particularly where they connect to Manukau station, the airport and Auckland CBD. Public 

feedback identified that a rapid transit network would work if it had different destinations to the rail 

network. There were numerous suggestions to use Great South Road for an RTN or FTN in the south.  

The Franklin Local Board requested consideration of strategic connections and mass transit options 

to the western growth settlements in Franklin. Mass transit options were investigated at the long list, 

but eliminated as they largely traversed rural areas so did not have sufficient catchment to support the 

option. This does not preclude implementing local bus services for these communities (but these are 

not being explored as part of Te Tupu Ngātahi). 

Workshop three participants generally identified rail as the preferred public transport option in the 

south, with a suggestion to improve the rail network before providing RTN or FTN bus corridors. 

Some workshop participants suggested that the Great South Road FTN option (MT3C) should be a 

decade one priority. 

 Strategic connections 

The strategic options investigated at the short list include Mill Road, Pukekohe Expressway, State 

highway one and a connection between Pukekohe Expressway and SH22 as shown in Figure 

50Error! Reference source not found.. 
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Figure 50 Strategic connections 
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Mill Road 

Functional intent: To provide an additional corridor to support improved local access to future urban 

areas. It allows alternative routing away from the main strategic corridor (SH1) for shorter distance 

trips. It will improve safety, increase the capacity and the resilience of the network (alternative to 

SH1), and support future growth. 

Recommended options:  

• Murphy’s Road – Thomas Road/Flat Bush Road to Chapel Road – Te Irirangi Drive. (SR2A 

North) 

• Hilltop Road to Chapel Road/Te Irirangi Drive (SR2B North) 

• Hollyford Drive to Te Irirangi Drive (SR2C North) 

• Redoubt Road to Hunua Road (SR2 Central) 

• New route Mill Road/Cosgrave Road from Dominion Road/Settlement Road junction 

(Redhills) to Fitzgerald Road – across Hunua Road to Ponga Road (SR2H South)  

Reasons for selection: 

North 

The three Mill Road north options are all recommended. These options extend the existing Mill Road 

designation to provide connections with Te Irirangi Drive. The Mill Road north options score a low to 

moderate positive against the investment objectives. These options will increase resilience of the 

strategic connections for the Southern growth area and will help mitigate SH1 traffic. These options 

will improve throughput and access to Manukau.  

Central  

The central alignment through Papakura (SR2) located within the existing Mill Road designation which 

ends at Popes Road is the recommended option.  Despite significant environmental and social effects 

(partly due to its length) as well as potentially significant property impacts and severance effects 

(through the existing Papakura community), this option overall scores most favourably against the 

investment objectives. 

The option located around Papakura (SR2K) was eliminated due to significant adverse landscape and 

visual effects from its location near two outstanding natural features. This option also has substantial 

impacts on significant ecological areas requiring multiple stream crossings and involves significant 

construction costs due to bridge construction across valleys and extensive cut and fill.  

South 

The alignment around the outside of the FUZ connecting with SH1 at Drury south (SR2H) is the 

recommended option for the Mill Road southern alignment.  

The options connecting at Ramarama (SR2G and SR2J) which is not a planned future growth area 

did not score favourably against the investment objectives as they do not integrate well with FUZ and 

offer limited benefits.  

There have been recent discussions with developers and Auckland Council regarding the 

opportunities to optimise the southern section of Mill Road (SR2H). The alignment assessed at the 

short list has been shifted slightly to the west to more align with landowner plans – both in the Drury 
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south business precinct and the live zoned area to the east of SH1. This new alignment may cause 

some severance of FUZ in south east Drury. However, conversations are ongoing with Auckland 

Council on the draft land use in Drury and with developers on the best outcome for land use and 

transport integration. 

Full Option 

Transport analysis demonstrates that accessibility is a more important function of Mill Road rather 

than an alternative route to SH1 - precluding the option needing to be an Expressway – as there is 

little end to end traffic along the route under normal traffic conditions. It also shows that the onward 

connections to the north are critical for improving accessibility to Botany.  Overall, Mill Road as a four-

lane arterial delivers sufficient capacity and improved travel times as well as helping to relieve Great 

South Road congestion. 

Manawhenua feedback summary: 

Manawhenua expressed  

 

 

 

  

Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

Workshop three attendees generally showed strong support for Mill Road alignments (in whole or in 

part) and for these options to be considered as a decade one priority project. 

Key points from stake holder and public consultation: 

• General support for Mill Road as an expressway with noted urgency for early prioritisation of 

route protection for this corridor. 

• The most direct route with the fastest travel time was the key customer insight. 

• Suggestion that the Mill Road corridor should provide for public transport. 

• All three north alignment upgrades were supported. 

• SR2C was supported and would best connect to SH1 and SH20. 

• Support for Option SR2A as this would avoid unnecessary diversion of traffic through 

Manukau. 

• Support for connections to Chapel Road and Te Irirangi Drive to connect east. 

• Ōtara-Papatoetoe Local Board indicated that the northern alignments need prioritising, as 

there is major traffic from Manukau to Mill Road (and vice versa). 

• Mill Road central alignment option through Papakura (SR2) was preferred by the public as 

opposed to going outside the urban area (SR2K). 

• Public support for provision of public transport, walking and cycling facilities on Mill Rd, as 

well as keeping the speed limit high to enable even flow of traffic. 

• Mill Road south alignments were supported by the public as providing an alternative access 

to Pukekohe and western communities, as well as traffic moving further south on SH1. 

• Concerns were raised about impacts on the existing rural communities and Ramarama 

School (SR2G and SR2J). 
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• Options through the Drury east FUZ (i.e. SR2 and SR2G) were supported as the most 

direct, straight and feasible options, providing better access to proposed train station and 

town centre in Drury. 

• Potential opportunities identified through meetings with landowners to work together to 

deliver a southern alignment that works with their proposed development plans. Particular 

landowner interest was expressed regarding the connection of the southern alignment to 

SH1.   

Pukekohe Expressway 

Functional intent: To support resilient access to Pukekohe and Paerata. Provide alternative route for 

SH22 to reduce traffic in Drury which will facilitate place making through an improved environment. 

Providing appropriate road form will increase safety by reducing reliance on minor rural roads. 

Recommended option: 

Pukekohe Expressway following edge of FUZ (SR4F) 

Reasons for selection: 

The option following the edge of the Pukekohe FUZ (SR4F) is preferred over the option that is located 

further east of the Pukekohe FUZ (SR19). Although the options score the same against the 

investment objectives, the recommended option aligns best with future land use at northeast 

Pukekohe and provides a more direct route. SR19 has significant adverse landscape and visual 

effects due to its proximity to Coulthards Scenic Reserve. The recommended option involves several 

major stream crossings that will likely require bridging. 

The Pukekohe Expressway improves separation of strategic and commuter travel by reducing local 

street rat running and improving the movement of people and goods. The rationale for Pukekohe 

Expressway is to be able to transfer traffic from SH22, Pukekohe East Road and other local roads 

such as Burtt Road. This will provide safety benefits on local roads, decongestion and greater 

opportunity for community cohesion in built up urban areas such as Drury West. 

There are also network benefits for providing Pukekohe Expressway and Mill Road connecting at 

Drury South. Having Mill Road connect to Drury South and not having a Pukekohe Expressway 

results in heavy traffic volumes building along SH1 northbound, with traffic coming from Pukekohe 

East Road and another pinch point occurring through Drury Central.  

In summary, there are benefits to improving accessibility to Pukekohe through upgrades and additions 

to the network, but there are not major transport benefits to recommend fully implementing Pukekohe 

Expressway as a full expressway. When assessed against the wider network, the option acts as an 

important link road from SH22 to the strategic Pukekohe connection which can be fulfilled more 

appropriately by an arterial. The option improves accessibility to the proposed Mill Road alignment 

and will support development in Paerata and urban areas east of the rail corridor.  

Manawhenua feedback summary: 

Manawhenua expressed  
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Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

Public support was received for the Pukekohe Expressway to connect Drury FUZ to Pukekohe and to 

reduce congestion on SH22 and Pukekohe East Road. Opposition was also received, on the basis 

that existing SH22 and roads need upgrading in the first instance and agricultural land should be 

protected. 

SH1 upgrade 

Functional intent: To increase the capacity of SH1 to support strategic movements as well as freight. 

Recommended option: 

Additional lanes on SH1 – four lanes each way from Manukau interchange to Takaanini 

interchange. SR1A was originally investigated as four lanes each way from Manukau to Bombay.  

Reasons for selection:  

SR1A was scored through the option assessment as an additional lane each way from Manukau to 

Bombay. It scored a low positive against investment objective one and three, providing an opportunity 

to improve public transport use of the corridor. Transport analysis indicated that an additional lane 

would relieve congestion on Great South Road, improve access to jobs within a 45-minute travel time, 

improve travel time reliability and freight throughput and reduce the likelihood of all-day congestion. 

From an environmental perspective SR1A scored poorly as there are existing flooding issues, 

diversion of overland flow paths on SH1, high adverse effects on ecology due to widening of the 

corridor across the Pāhurehure Inlet and Drury Creek and effects on a number of significant 

ecological areas. 

Through further investigations this was refined to an additional lane each way from Manukau 

interchange to Takaanini interchange which avoids these adverse environmental effects. In isolation, 

this option does not provide for a more resilient network, however if implemented after the other 

options recommended for the network, it will improve freight and people movement and improve north 

south connectivity.  This option is therefore recommended as a long-term response to full buildout 

growth in the south.   

Manawhenua feedback summary: 

Manawhenua  

 

 

Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

There was support for the widening of SH1 from the public as a priority project to provide dedicated 

lanes for buses, heavy vehicles or T2/T3 and cycling.  

Feedback from the public was also received in opposition of widening of SH1 instead preferring 

prioritisation of investment in public transport, including upgrading of rail.  
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Connection between SH22 and Pukekohe Expressway (SR14) 

Functional intent: This option provides a key strategic link connecting to the strategic corridor 

(Pukekohe Expressway and SH22). It supports future urban growth areas by adding road capacity in 

strategic locations. 

Reasons for selection: 

This option scored low positive against the investment objectives however improves separation of 

strategic and commuter travel by reducing congestion on local streets. The option is part of building a 

new road network around Drury to support not only the new development to the west, but also help 

form the new urban area. The new urban land area for Drury West is distributed across two sides of 

an existing state highway. It is important to take steps to improve the place making of the new town 

and so options that help redistribute through traffic away from the town centre should be 

implemented. 

From an environmental perspective the option has low potential for adverse environmental effects. 
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 Active modes 

Provision of a network of high-quality walking and cycling facilities is important to improve access via 

a range of modes.  

Functional intent: Provide a high-quality network of strategic walking and cycling connections for key 

movements through, within and to/from the Southern growth area, connecting existing and new 

communities.  

The regional and primary cycling and walking network has been developed around the arterial road 

network only and is based on design principles and best practice metrics. The finer detail around 

collector and local roads will be developed as part of the Integrated Transport Assessment, which is 

required as part of AC’s Structure Planning process.  

Recommended options and associated arterial links:  

• SH1 NZTA’s Southern corridor/Papakura to Bombay improvements (Takaanini to Drury) 

• Adjacent to NIMT on the south eastern side (Drury to Pukekohe) 

• Jesmond Road/Bremner Road/Waihoehoe Road/Pukekohe Strategic Arterial (Drury) (AR11, 

AR16a and AR20) 

Great South Road (Drury to Manukau) (MT3C) 

• Mill Road (Drury to Manukau) (SR2, SR2H) 

• Porchester Road/Ingram Street/Marne Road (Drury to Takaanini) (MT4I) 

• Proposed arterial (AR10) 

• Mahia Road/Roscommon Road/Popes Road to tie into proposed Airport to Botany link 

(Takaanini to Airport) (EW9) 

• Proposed Pukekohe arterial (Pukekohe ring route) 

• Station Road (Pukekohe to North Waikato) (AR34) 

• SH22 and Victoria Street (Drury) 

For new corridors, high quality separated walking and cycling facilities were proposed. The active 

modes network is shown in Figure 51: 
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Figure 51 Proposed active modes network 
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For the retro-fitting of existing corridors, it is expected that a mixture of shared path and separated 

facilities will be provided. Other proposed arterials will include walking and cycling facilities and will 

supplement the outlined regional primary network. These will be investigated further at the DBC. 

Reasons for selection:  

• The regional connections are considered key in achieving a functional network spine which 

will encourage a significant shift away from reliance on private vehicles, towards active 

modes and integrated trips. All options will provide highly attractive and safe facilities with 

physical separation from arterial vehicle traffic and provide significant benefits as they will 

connect between key spatial connections such as rail stations, employment areas and town 

centres. Additional primary routes along proposed and upgraded arterials will provide more 

permeability in the network with additional convenient choices for active mode users. 

• The SH1 alignment option utilises the Transport Agency’s Southern corridor improvements 

(under construction) shared path link between Takaanini and Papakura and aligns with the 

proposed SH1 Papakura to Bombay shared path link.  This proposed regional link provides 

benefits for current and future communities on both sides of the motorway. Due to the 

location of the proposed link and a larger area of FUZ on the eastern side of the motorway, 

additional arterial links along Great South Road, Mill Road, Porchester Road and the 

proposed AR10 arterial are recommended to facilitate and integrate users who cannot 

conveniently access the SH1 strategic connection.   

• The proposed option adjacent to the rail line provides a high quality, direct connection 

between Drury and Pukekohe. This option has a reduced gradient compared to the 

Pukekohe Expressway and SH22, as well as increased amenity through travelling away 

from arterial roads. This link is proposed to be placed south east of the rail corridor. It is 

proposed to connect directly into the NZTA Papakura to Bombay proposed strategic 

cycleway to provide a seamless regional route, while the SH22 and Victoria Street route will 

provide access into Drury Centre and the train station.  

• The supplementary arterial link option on Jesmond Road and the proposed Pukekohe ring 

route benefit users by integrating with the regional connections, the town centres of 

Pukekohe and Drury, and the surrounding FUZ, providing coherent and accessible links for 

users.  

• The link along Mahia Road/Roscommon Road has been proposed as a primary link on a 

proposed arterial as it will provide a network benefit through integration with AT’s proposed 

Airport to Botany improvement works.  

• The option south of Pukekohe on Station Road and into a separated facility connecting into 

Logan Road at the existing rail crossing point will deliver longer-term benefits to the network 

by providing a link to the key destinations in Pukekohe, as well as the rest of the regional 

network from the south. This link provides an opportunity to connect to North Waikato in the 

future.   

• To ensure that the network is accessible and permeable, it is proposed to provide three new 

active mode bridges at Hamilton Place, Tuhimata Road and the proposed EW1a arterial link 

in Pukekohe. These options were identified in the long list phase as improving east west 

accessibility over the rail line. In addition to this, there will be provision for active modes on 

several shared crossing points as part of increasing the number of tracks of the NIMT.  

There are several opportunities on existing roads which are not part of the recommended arterial road 

network for the South IBC. These will be investigated further at the DBC. 
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Public/stakeholder feedback summary 

• overall strong support for a link adjacent to the rail line 

• need to consider the secondary and local network, especially links to greenways and in town 

centres 

• access to local shops and services, along with health, fitness and recreation facilities were 

highlighted as the major drivers to consider when developing the proposed network 

• safety and separation highlighted as important for the walking and cycling network 

• concern for potential lack of amenity when facilities are next to arterial roads 

• interest in a future inter-regional cycle connection between Pukekohe and Tuakau/Pokeno. 
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 Opāheke-Drury 

The Opāheke -Drury options investigated at the short list include a number of arterials and east west 

connections as shown in Figure 52. 

Figure 52 Opāheke-Drury short list options 

 

Functional intent: Increase accessibility and people movement within the area to provide 

connections to employment, industrial areas, residential areas and rail stations, as well as strategic 

transport connections. To support place making, safety and amenity by creating obvious major 

corridors for movement function that reduces through movement on local roads.   

Recommended options:  

• Upgrade Opāheke Road and Ponga Road - Great South Road to Mill Road (AR7)  

• New arterial between Papakura industrial area, Waihoehoe Road to Great South Road 

(AR10) 
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• Upgrade Waihoehoe Road from Mill Road/Drury Hills Road to Fitzgerald Road (AR11 and 

AR13 merged to one option as AR11)  

• Upgrade and realign Bremner Road from Jesmond Road to Great South Road (AR14a) 

• Upgrade Jesmond Road from new connection with Bremner Road to SH22 (AR16a) 

• Connection from Jesmond Road to the Pukekohe Expressway (AR20) 

• Widening SH22 to four lanes from Drury township to Ira Road and safety improvements on 

the rest of the corridor to Paerata (AR22d) 

• Upgrade Blackbridge Road from SH22 to Linwood Road and Hingaia Road, and across SH1 

interchange to Great South Road (now safety improvements) (AR45) 

• Upgrading Linwood Road (now safety improvements) (AR33) 

Reasons for selection:  

The recommended options score particularly well against the investment objectives providing good 

people and public transport movement, and increased connectivity across the area.  

AR7 includes grade separation of the rail line on Opāheke Road, which will make the road operate 

more efficiently and support public transport, as well as providing access to the proposed Mill Road 

corridor.  This option will also connect FUZ to Papakura and employment areas to the north. 

AR11/AR13 together connect into Drury central to provide for a good residential catchment and 

connection to proposed employment. 

The recommended north-south alignment in Drury west is located along the existing Jesmond Road 

(AR16a). It is centrally located harnessing catchment and aligns with developer proposals. It also 

connects with the proposed east-west link identified in Auranga Plan Change 6 (identified as AR14a). 

These two options form the main FTN between the proposed Drury rail station locations. 

AR20 provides a connection from Jesmond Road to the Pukekohe Expressway. It increases 

connectivity to the town centre and strategic corridors. It provides an important crossing point over the 

rail line improving local connectivity. 

AR22d was originally investigated as four laning the SH22 corridor. After further assessment, it is 

recommended to four lanes from Drury township to Oira Road to increase capacity and support future 

urban growth. Safety improvements are also recommended on the rest of the corridor to Paerata. 

Upgrading Blackbridge Road from SH22 to Linwood Road and Hingaia Road, and across SH1 

interchange to Great South Road (AR45) and also upgrading the western part of Linwood Road 

(AR33) are recommended to improve safety. This option was deemed not to directly support the 

Supporting Growth programme, but instead it provides an important local connection for communities 

in Kingseat and Waiuku and was strongly supported by Franklin Local Board. It is anticipated that the 

improvements would be carried out within the existing road reserve. 

Overall, the recommended options provide good people and public transport movement across the 

area. They are centrally located and generating good catchment to and from proposed employment 

and residential areas, and they will connect to rail stations providing for active modes and bus priority. 

These options have low potential for adverse environmental impacts (noting stormwater management 

will be required) and limited construction impacts.  
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Manawhenua feedback summary: 

Manawhenua  

. 

Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

• Strong support for Drury upgrades and new arterials to be prioritised in decade one.  

• Flood mitigation and stormwater management were raised as key considerations for all 

Drury options. 

• The north-south connection (AR7) was supported by the public as well as the frequent bus 

corridor proposed from Drury West.  

• Public support for the upgrade of Waihoehoe Road and Fitzgerald Road (AR11/AR13). 

• Both support and opposition by the public for the extension of Bremner Road towards the 

east. This option was supported based on their relation to structure planning of Drury west 

and the opportunities to connect planned neighbourhoods and ensure connectivity between 

Drury west and Drury east. 

• There was support for AR20 connection, with Jesmond Road being suggested as the key 

transport spine for Drury West. 

• The Franklin Local Board indicated the existing congestion of Linwood Road and Hingaia 

Road needs addressing, suggesting general support for options AR33 and AR45 that 

upgrade these roads as part of the network. 
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  Takaanini Short List 

The increase in rail frequency will impact on the functionality and safe operation of level grade 

crossings in Takaanini. To address this and to support the future urban growth in Takaanini, a number 

of options were investigated at the short list as shown in Figure 53. These included different 

combinations of grade separation or closing level/rail crossings and upgrading adjacent roads. 

Figure 53 Takaanini short list options 
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Takaanini east-west crossings 

Functional intent: To reduce the severance from higher frequency trains and improve safety and 

access of east-west connections over the rail corridor. 

Recommended option:  

• arterial connection between Roscommon Road at Weymouth Roundabout and Mill Road 

(via Popes Road, Rangi Road, and Mahia Road), including grade separation of SH1 and 

NIMT Rail line (EW9B) 

• grade separation of Taka Street and Walters Road 

• close level crossings at Spartan Road and Manuroa Road 

 

There are 2 lane bridge crossings over Taka Street and Walters Road; and there are 4 lanes to cross 

via the Rangi Road viaduct.  

Reasons for selection:  

EW9B was considered to offer the highest quality access of the east west crossing options and 

scores most favourably against the investment objectives.  

EW9B originally included upgrading Walters Road, Airfield Road and Taka Street to arterial standard 

to Great South Road. Through the transport assessment, the proposed upgrade (and grade 

separation) between Roscommon Road at Weymouth roundabout and Mill Road (via Popes Road, 

Rangi Road, crossing SH1 and on to Mahia Road) is well utilised and increases safety, east-west 

movements and connectivity and provides opportunities for routing alternatives in Takaanini.  

The grade separation of Taka Street will also have substantial bus network benefits enabling better 

integration and transfer between local communities at Takaanini train station. 

The grade separation overbridge structures will have some visual effects. Takaanini has significant 

stormwater issues due to flood plains and stormwater management will need to be carefully 

managed. There are some additional complexities with construction over NIMT, SH1 and Transpower 

lines and this will also need to be carefully managed. 

Manawhenua feedback summary: 

Manawhenua expressed  

. 

Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

Attendees of workshop three supported closing or grade separating level crossings. It was also 

acknowledged that the viaduct structures, in particular at Rangi Road, would have visual effects. 

Closure of Spartan Road and Manuroa Road was strongly supported by the public provided walking 

and cycling crossing was provided. Through public consultation, the safety of pedestrian and 

residents was raised. Concern was also raised regarding traffic congestion and significant disruption 

from road closures and construction. 
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Takaanini arterial upgrades 

Functional intent: Improve capacity for all modes as well as support future urban growth. Arterial 

improvements offer the opportunity for complete street solutions where all modes of transport can be 

improved 

Recommended options: 

AR2 and AR3 are not recommended as part of the network. 

Reasons: 

Although AR2 (Great South Road upgrade) would provide a strong regional connection, this option 

focuses on the increased capacity for private vehicles. Frequent bus service on Great South Road 

has been recommended instead and is discussed separately in this report under Strategic 

Connections. Widening Great South Road to provide additional lanes for cars would have significant 

property impacts. 

AR2 has some local benefits, however the proposed upgrade (and grade separation) between 

Roscommon Road at Weymouth roundabout and Mill Road (via Popes Road, Rangi Road, crossing 

SH1 and on to Mahia Road) together with public transport improvements is sufficient to cater for the 

growth in Takaanini. 

Manawhenua feedback: 

Manawhenua expressed  

. 

Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

General support was received for decongesting and the provision of public transport on Great South 

Road. 
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 Pukekohe-Paerata short list 

A number of arterial and east west crossings in Pukekohe-Paerata were investigated at the short list 

as shown in Figure 54. These include options for a “ring route”, connections further south from 

Pukekohe, links to strategic corridors (SH1, SH22 and Pukekohe Expressway), and east west 

crossings across the rail line. 

Figure 54 Pukekohe-Paerata short list options 

 

Functional intent: Increase accessibility between areas east and west of the NIMT to facilitate north-

south traffic linking the eastern and western growth areas, providing improved access to SH1 and 

separating local town centre traffic and through traffic. 

Recommended options: 

For the ring route: 

• inner bypass around west of Pukekohe from Height Road in the north to Manukau Road in 

the south (AR25) 

• inner bypass around south eastern side of Pukekohe from Manukau Road to Pukekohe East 

Road via Svenden Road and Anselmi Ridge (AR26a) 

• north east bypass connecting to AR41, Cape Hill Road and Pukekohe Expressway in the 

north and Pukekohe East Road in the south (AR38a) 

• arterial connecting Heights Road to SR4f, crossing SH22 and NIMT rail line (AR41) 
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Other connections: 

• improvements on Pukekohe East Road/Mill Road, refined to four lanes from SH1 to 

Harrisville Road and safety improvements on the rest of corridor (AR30) 

• connection from SH22 to the Pukekohe Expressway (AR24) 

Safety improvements through upgrades on: 

• Buckland Road (AR31) 

• Logan Road (AR34) 

• Harrisville Road (located within Waikato) (AR46) 

Reasons for selection:  

Ring route 

For the ring route, the “inner” bypass options were recommended over the “outer” bypass options.  

The ring route is a key component to unlocking the growth around Pukekohe but particularly to the 

development in the South. Without this alignment traffic from the Southern growth area and North 

Waikato needs to route through the town centre which is already heavily congested.  

The ring route provides two new rail high capacity rail crossings on the urban fringe allowing 

economic activity to expand in Pukekohe. Without these alignments being protected future 

commercial economic activity will be difficult.  

The ring route fully connects Pukekohe to the Pukekohe expressway. The expressway requires a 

connection to both the north and south of Pukekohe to be able to exploit the potential of reducing 

traffic on SH22.  

In general, the inner options scored more favourably against the investment objectives as they 

integrated better with the land us, however significant capacity building on existing roads within the 

town centre would be required and this does not align with the investment objectives. 

The modelling has shown that the ring route supports reduction of congestion in the town centre 

without requiring car centric widening in the existing commercial town centre. The recommended ring 

route options reduce the need for through trips to route though the town centre assisting with 

congestion reduction and the movement of freight and goods by providing a bypass. 

Other connections 

A connection from SH22 to the Pukekohe Expressway (AR24) is recommended for the network. This 

option scores moderately well against the investment objectives. It provides an important link for 

Paerata and other western growth areas (Kingseat, Clarks Beach) to access Pukekohe Expressway. 

It will also form an important link to the Paerata rail station. It has low potential for adverse 

environmental and construction impacts. 
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Safety improvements 

Improvements on Pukekohe East Road/Mill Road (AR30) were originally proposed as widening for 

four lanes however environmental constraints (tuff crater) exist on this corridor. After further 

assessment it is recommended to increase capacity through widening to four lanes from Harrisville 

Road to Bombay interchange. Widening is required in this section as additional traffic was identified 

as coming from north Waikato (utilising Harrisville Road) travelling to SH1. Safety improvements are 

recommended on the rest of the Pukekohe East Road/Mill Road alignment (to AR38a) as well as 

Harrisville Road (AR46). 

Safety upgrades to Buckland Road is also recommended (as opposed to upgrading to four lanes as 

originally proposed). Safety upgrades are assessed as sufficient to provide for increased traffic 

movements from north Waikato. 

Upgrading Logan Road (AR34) was not assessed at the short list but was assessed at the long list 

(as an option for the ring route). However, through the transportation assessment and feedback at 

workshop three, Logan Road from ring route AR26a to Buckland Road is recommended for safety 

upgrades to improve conditions for increased traffic volumes. 

East-west crossings 

None of the east-west crossings are recommended for the network. 

None of the above options are recommended to be taken forward to the preferred network. Although 

scoring moderately well against the investment objectives, these options are more suitable for active 

modes than upgrading to arterial standard. EW2 is an existing crossing over the rail corridor which will 

be upgraded as part of the recommended rail corridor widening (MT9B). EW4 and EW5 are existing 

roads within the town centre. With the implementation of the ring route, upgrading the roads within the 

town centre is not required. 

Manawhenua feedback summary: 

Manawhenua . 

Public/stakeholder feedback summary: 

From public consultation the following key themes were raised: 

• general support for ring roads that service the wider Pukekohe area 

• safety improvements and upgrades to existing roads were suggested for priority 

• strong support was received for upgrading Pukekohe East/Mill Road to be a four-lane 

expressway, and providing good connections to new developments and residential areas 

• support for creation of new corridors to improve congestion 

• general support for improving accessibility east-west across the rail corridor, particularly 

between Pukekohe/Paerata and Drury South. 
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8.3.10 Safety Improvements 

Through further transport assessment26 a number of existing roads serving rural townships in the 

south were identified for safety improvements. Some of these were originally investigated as arterial 

upgrades through the options assessment as described in the above sections and are listed again 

below to have a complete list.  

The roads identified for safety improvements are: 

Eastern corridors: 

• Waiuku Road – Pukekohe to Waiuku 

• Alfriston Road/ Brookby Road – northern access to Clevedon from Takaanini 

• Hunua Road – connecting Papakura to Hunua 

Western corridors 

• Waiuku Road – Pukekohe to Waiuku 

• Alfriston Road/ Brookby Road – Northern access to Clevedon from Takaanini 

• Hunua Road – connecting Papakura to Hunua. 

• McKenzie Road – Access to Waiau Pa and Clarkes Beach 

• Kingseat Road – Providing southern access to Kingseat from Patumāhoe 

• SH22 Karaka Road from Drury to Paerata (already a NZTA project) 

• Glenbrook Road, extending west from SH22 

• Blackbridge Rd/ Walters Road 

• Ostrich Road/Woodhouse Road – Connecting SH 22 to Patumāhoe 

Southern corridors 

• Pukekohe East Road 

• Harrisville Road 

• Logan Road 

• Buckland Road 

 

  

 

 

26 See Appendix E Design and Cost Report 
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8.4. Manawhenua feedback 

In November 2017, a dedicated forum for Supporting Growth was established with Manawhenua to 

provide regular updates and input to the SBC.   

The key areas of interest within the SBC area for Manawhenua are: 

• land – specific concerns about land loss, impacts and loss of natural landscape values 

• impacts of development and earthworks on cultural landscape values 

• development on floodplains and vegetation clearance 

• guardianship over fresh water and recognition of connections with the water 

• loss of ground recharge and additional risk of flooding from impervious development 

• loss of fish passage and protection of aquatic habitats 

• impacts of discharge from sediment and erosion 

• dust, emissions and light pollution 

• loss of nocturnal flight paths and loss of green space/views and aesthetics 

• loss of biodiversity and animal and plant species 

• loss of waahi tapu and taonga and access to these places. 

 

 

  

Ngāti Tamaoho has recently reached a settlement with the Crown on its Treaty claim, and the Ngāti 

Tamaoho Claims Settlement Bill has had its second reading before Parliament. The following 

statutory acknowledge areas are identified within the SBC area: 

• Coastal Marine Area (Manukau Harbour and its tributaries) 

• Drury Consideration Area and Drury Creek Marginal Strip 

• Hingaia Stream and its tributaries 

• Oira Stream and its tributaries 

• Otūwairoa Stream and its tributaries (includes Waipokapū Stream, Mangapū Stream, and 

Waihoehoe Stream) 

• Ngakoroa Stream and its tributaries 

• Waipokapū Stream Conservation Area 

• Whangamaire Stream and its tributaries 

• Whangapouri Creek and its tributaries 

Seven Manawhenua (Ngai Tai ki Tāmaki, Ngāti Maru, Ngāti Tamaoho, Ngāti Te Ata Waiohua, Te 

Ahiwaru, Ngāti Whanaunga and Te Ākitai Waiohua) have been involved in this IBC. Ngati Te Ata, 

Ngati Tamaoho, Te Akitui and Ngai Tai ki Tamaki are collaborating on an MVA for the Southern 

Structure Plan. All seven Manawhenua were invited to participate in the options assessment process.  

Manawhenua have attended a site visit, the South IBC workshops and two Cultural Specialists Hui 

(4th July 2018 and 8th October 2018).  

Manawhenua are  
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8.5. What’s changed since SG PBC? 

The SG PBC identified a number of projects that will also be required to support the growth in the 

south. Since the SG PBC was developed, growth projections have changed by over 30%. Predictions 

now suggest there may be in excess of 50,000 additional households in the Southern growth area 

over the next 30 years. As a consequence, there are new projects identified as part of this IBC that 

were not included in the SG PBC. 

 Complementary projects 

These have not been included in the assessment of options as they are already being progressed as 

parallel projects and are included in the ‘Do Minimum’ scenario. These projects include the following: 

SH1 Papakura to Bombay corridor improvements 

The improvements to the SH1 corridor between Papakura and Bombay are part of delivering the 

Supporting Growth Programme. The preferred option was to widen the motorway corridor to six lanes 

plus provision for bus shoulder running, delivered in stages to align with the growth in the Southern 

area. The first two stages upgrade the motorway between Papakura and Drury South, incorporating 

works to facilitate additional rail tracks at Drury, upgrading the Drury interchange and developing the 

Drury South interchange. The DBC was approved by the Transport Agency Board, and the Transport 

Agency is now progressing this project through the pre-implementation stages. 

SH22 Safety improvements 

The SG PBC identified the need for a safety upgrade of the SH22 corridor from the Drury interchange 

to Paerata. This section of state highway has demonstrated safety issues, issues relating to travel 

time at the eastern end (joining SH1) and is subject to increasing growth and urbanisation of 

surrounding land use in Drury. The interfaces between these drivers for change have been 

documented in a business case27, which responds to short term pressures and considers longer term 

opportunities to support the future form of the corridor in the broader context of growth and the 

transition to an urban arterial road. 

The Drury West corridor and surrounding rural area is in transition, with large scale residential 

development occurring or planned. Auckland Council is in the process of carrying out structure 

planning in respect of the Drury –Opāheke growth areas, which will confirm the scale and intensity of 

the residential and business zoned land. 

Two lanes are proposed in each direction (four lanes total) with median, side barriers and widened 

shoulders. This provides for the future reconfiguration of the corridor between Oira Road and Drury 

interchange to accommodate a future urban environment, consistent with the expected growth and 

land use changes that will be brought about by the housing development initiatives in the area.  

  

 

 

27 ” Single Stage Detailed Business Case, State Highway 22: SH1 (Drury Interchange) to Paerata”, Safe Roads 

Alliance, October 2018 
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Assessment of the recommended network 

The assessment of the recommended network is presented in the following subsections outlining: 

• results alignment (incorporating the outcomes and value-for-money) 

• outcomes delivered against the investment objectives 

• value for money 

 Results alignment 

The recommended network of improvements has been assessed using the Investment Assessment 

Framework (IAF).  Alignment with the four GPS priorities (safety, access – thriving regions, access – 

liveable cities, and environment) is evaluated against four categories from low to very high.   

Assessment profiles are developed according to activity class groupings. The recommended network 

of improvements for the Southern growth area is predominantly within the following activity classes: 

• promotion of demand management programmes 

• walking and cycling improvement activities 

• public transport improvement activities 

• road improvement activities. 

Auckland is identified as a high-growth urban area. The Supporting Growth Programme has been 

specifically developed to respond to the access requirements of an additional 50,600 new dwellings in 

the Southern growth area and the significant gap identified between the current transport system and 

the identified need. 

It has been assessed as having VERY HIGH results alignment against all four activity classes, as 

indicated by the elements in Table 16. The IAF requires cost benefit appraisal and results alignment 

evaluationi against the GPS. The cost benefit appraisal has been assessed as LOW. The analysis to 

support this assessment is described in Appendix D: Economics Assessment.  
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benefits respectively. A low of 0% (year 2026) and 50% (year 2036), and a high of 30% 

(year 2026) and 90% (year 2036) have been included in the Monte Carlo analysis based on 

a triangular probability distribution. 

• Wider economic benefits have been assumed to be additional 20% of total benefits at this 

stage. A low of 10% and high of 30% have been assumed as inputs to the Monte Carlo 

analysis using a triangular probability distribution. 

• Public transport reliability benefits have been assumed to be 30% of the travel time benefits 

in the interpeak and 50% for the AM and PM peaks. A low of 10% and high of 70% have 

been assumed as inputs to the Monte Carlo analysis using a triangular probability 

distribution. 

Based on the Monte Carlo analysis with 5,000 iterations, a BCR distribution range was developed, as 

summarised in Figure 56.  

Figure 56: Recommended network BCR distribution 

 

Based on this risk analysis, the recommended network has a BCR range between 1.2 and 1.7 (based 

on 5th and 95th percentile Monte Carlo analysis output distribution profile). 

11.1.1. Incremental economic assessment 

Incremental benefit cost analysis is often undertaken for mutually exclusive options to identify optimal 

economic solutions. Mutually exclusive options occur when acceptance of one alternative or option 

precludes the acceptance of others. For example, when a new road is proposed and there is a choice 

between two different alignments, and the choice of one alignment precludes the choice of the other, 

the two options are mutually exclusive.  

The options investigated for the Southern growth area are generally individual sections that 

collectively form a transport network; hence incremental BCR calculations have not been undertaken 

as these options are not mutually exclusive. There were some short list options with different mutually 

exclusive alignments; however the differences operationally were too minor to be distinguishable and 

hence option selection was made based on other considerations, such as construction complexity and 

extent of land acquisition required. 
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Scenario testing 

The recommended network responds to the investment objectives, current policy context (particularly 

the GPS), and desired urban form outcomes, in a balanced and appropriate manner. Given the likely 

timeline for implementing many of the larger projects an early start in the first decade will be essential. 

Affordability of the package is acknowledged as the main barrier to approval and implementation. To 

that end, a series of alternative scenarios have been put forward which would require lower levels of 

investment and reduce the overall network cost. Although pure incremental benefit cost analysis has 

not been undertaken, economic benefits and costs have been calculated for each scenario and 

compared with the recommended network. 

The expected estimate cost for the Southern growth area recommended network is $ . The 

recommended network delivers HIGH results alignment and a BCR of 1.5.  Four scenarios have been 

tested to explore alternative investment scenarios for the Northern growth area which include:  

1. S1 Reduced arterials:  Upgrade existing arterials to urban collector road standard i.e. new 

arterial roads are downgraded to an urban collector road standard and implemented by 

developers.  

2. S2 Increased strategic capacity: Fully segregated RTN is included on SH1 with additional 

stations and feeder services to maximise catchment. 

3. S3 Reduced walking and cycling provision: Strategic active mode connections are 

removed from the recommended programme.    

4. S4 No motorway upgrades: No additional ramps or motorway widening. 
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Table 25 summarises the approximate changes in network cost and anticipated effect on the network 

BCR for each of these alterative investment scenarios.  
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While wholesale changes to the arterial road package or active mode network are considered to 

negatively affect the investment objectives and do not provide strong economic justification, there 

may be some instances where reduced cross-sections or consolidated corridors (i.e. in the case 

where an arterial road and strategic cycleway are parallel in close proximity) could have limited effects 

on the outcomes sought. These opportunities will be explored at a programme and individual project 

level in more detail during the DBC phase for each project. Further details can be reviewed in 

Appendix M: Affordability. 

 

11.1.2. Programme Wide Affordability 

Investment within the currently 10 year period has also been considered across the Programme and 

this is presented in the Programme Wide Summary note. 

By way of a summary this initial analysis indicates that under a funding constrained approach, a 

number of elements in the recommended network will need to be delayed in their implementation. 

Under this approach, investment would still be targeted at early growth areas and achieving mode 

shift and good urban development outcomes, but the reduced investment will likely lead to more of a 

lag approach to these issues rather than aligned timing or lead approach.  This will be addressed at 

the programme level and may impact on the staging of implementation of the recommended network. 
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PART C – IMPLEMENTATION 

9. Implementation 

This section sets out the steps required to implement the recommended network.  

9.1. Implementation staging 

The proposed implementation and route protection staging has been based on a principles-based 

approach informed by high level technical analysis. The drivers for the recommended staging are 

based on three key strategies: 

• Managing transport demand – Early provision of public transport (including train stations) 

and walking and cycling infrastructure will enable mode shift of existing customers and 

encourage sustainable transport behaviours as future communities establish. This has the 

potential to defer the need for additional road capacity.  

• Flexibility to respond to changes – A number of projects within the recommended 

network are highly dependent on land use changes and the timing of growth. The staging 

strategy is intended to provide flexibility to respond to these changes in an appropriate 

manner. 

• Shaping the future urban development – provision of key infrastructure at the right time 

(such as train stations at Paerata and Drury) will drive development patterns within the FUZ 

allowing a quality urban form to be achieved. 

The key themes for implementing the recommended network are: 

• Decade one: Focus on the needs required to support the rapidly developing area by 

prioritising the rail network (including third main, stations, grade separation) and supporting 

bus and road network (including the Southern section of the Mill Road corridor to complete 

an alternative corridor to the Southern motorway).  

• Decade two: Focus on the needs required to support the emerging development areas of 

Paerata and Pukekohe as well as provide additional public transport services and 

infrastructure along the existing arterial corridors. Further investigation is required in the 

DBC to determine whether route protection is required for these corridors, as there is an 

opportunity to deliver these in decade one if route protection is not required. 

• Decade three: Additional capacity added to strategic network by completing the Mill Road 

corridor, implementing the fourth main line (subject to Wiri – Westfield fourth main being 

completed) and upgrading SH1 to provide eight lanes on SH1 between Manukau and 

Takaanini. The provision of bus shoulder running through this section is included within this 

project; however, as with the proposals for the arterial corridors, there is an opportunity to 

further investigate the physical works required to accommodate bus shoulder running on 

SH1 in the DBC. Bus shoulder running is already allowed for in the SH1: Papakura to 

Bombay project. 

These themes have informed the route protection implementation strategy outlined in Section 9.2.3. 
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9.2. Route protection implementation  

This section sets out the benefits of route protection, and the preliminary route protection and property 

strategies required to implement the recommended network. 

 Benefits of route protection 

The next stage of implementation for the recommended network depends in part on the nature of the 

intervention identified and the organisation (be it infrastructure provider, land developer or Council) 

best placed to deliver it.  A large (but not exclusive) element in the next stage of implementation will 

be to establish ‘route protection’ for the recommended options, as recommended in the PBC.  The 

intent of route protection is to identify and appropriately protect the land corridor necessary to enable 

the future construction, operation and maintenance of the recommended network options. 

There are a number of potential mechanisms for route protection, which are discussed further in 

Appendix K: Route Protection Strategy. The route protection process itself is proposed to take 

place over the next four years. 

While the IBC has focused on the ‘benefits and impacts’ of the intervention itself, there are a number 

of benefits of this initial step of ‘route protection’. In summary, the key benefits of route protection are 

that it: 

• Provides a mechanism for AT and the Transport Agency to plan for future financial 

investment while retaining flexibility on the detailed development of the recommended 

future network, enabling it to respond to the pace, scale, and exact location of future urban 

growth.  

• Allows for major infrastructure to be implemented at the right time, integrated with the 

urban development driving the desired transport and urban outcomes. This means that 

projects can be delivered to meet project objectives, with the transport network in mind and 

gives certainty that the transport system can be operated.  

• Reduces future cost risk. If the corridor is protected by either early acquisition or notices of 

requirement (NOR), then there is an opportunity to reduce some land costs. This is in part 

associated with the increasing land values that occur as ‘live zones’ are implemented, and 

costs savings associated with the control or management that route protection can place on 

development on the land. Figure 57 illustrates that the component costs of land as farm 

land, FUZ zone, and land once developed. In comparison with the other growth areas in 

Auckland, the South has the third highest land cost once developed; (but is the largest of the 

three areas), hence carries a high level of risk. Not only is there a step change in land value 

as a result of the change in zone, the value of the land on the periphery of the FUZ is also 

increasing at a significant rate as outlined in Figure 58. The designation of land as a FUZ, 

and the policy settings around allowing faster rates of development on the edges of the 

urban boundary may be increasing the expectation that the land outside the FUZ could 

potentially allow for greater levels of development activity, which is likely to lead to an 

increase in property values.  
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• Supports Council’s subsequent stages of land use planning and development and 

improves the quality of the urban environment with more certainty, for example enabling 

Council to identify areas of higher density residential development in areas that will be 

serviced by rapid transport networks or other higher quality public transport options. For 

example, location of public transport interchanges adjacent to a proposed local centre and 

high-density residential activity. 

Balanced against the above benefits, there are costs. These include increased expenditure on land 

(in circumstances where early purchase is required) and the risk of potential planning ‘blight’ (adverse 

social and economic impacts associated with the lack of development on a protected corridor). 

Further discussion on specific route protection options is provided for below in Section 9.2.3 and 

Appendix K: Route Protection Strategy. The Route Protection Strategy provides an overview of the 

overall route protection options (e.g. designation, plan change/zoning, structure planning or precinct 

plan provisions and landowner agreements).  The Financial case (Section 10) provides further cost 

evaluation of the above benefits (and costs). 

 Priority for route protection 

The benefits of route protection of transport corridors are not equal across the range of projects 

identified in the recommended network. The benefit of route protection for each corridor is dependent 

on a number of criteria including:  

• Financial benefits obtained from protection – Route protection has the ability to reduce 

property and construction costs associated with a project. Benefits achieved are significant if 

protection is obtained prior to development of the area but erode over time for projects in the 

longer term.  

• Place shaping – Certain projects have an increased influence on the surrounding urban 

environment. Protection of these project corridors is likely to enable land use and shape the 

urban form within an area. 

• Potential for value capture – Some projects have significant value capture opportunities 

which are enabled through corridor protection and increased certainty for land use and 

development opportunities.  

Based on the suite of projects identified within the South recommended network, Table 26 sets out a 

high-level assessment on relative route protection priority across the network.  
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To a significant degree the proposed network is located within the RUB or areas that already have an 

urban zoning or have a FUZ.  With reference to the Property Strategy, this means that the majority of 

land that will be subject to any NoR protection will be unlikely to generate a high demand for early 

purchase (i.e. substantially prior to the normal purchase timeframes leading up to project 

implementation).  

The urban sites that might need to be acquired (e.g. grade separation within Takaanini, Mill Road 

corridor through Papakura and arterial projects in Pukekohe) predominantly have a stable urban 

zoning. Those sites will either be small residential lots or business zoned land. The former will be 

relatively affordable housing within the broader Auckland context and therefore likely to be held by the 

owner, unless the owner’s lifestyle changes (for example, job changes, divorce, death etc) demand a 

sale.  

If that occurs, and if the market for the dwelling is impacted by the NoR and the Requiring Authority 

has to purchase, the costs of that purchase, along with a net margin, can be expected to be met by 

market rental income, thus making the purchase at least cost neutral. In terms of business land it is 

expected that the desire of the owner to continue the underlying business activity, and yield profit from 

that, will mean they will not demand early purchase. 

In terms of FUZ land (e.g. Takaanini, Drury East and West) owners have had over five years (the draft 

AUP was first notified for comment in March 2013) to adjust their expectations of urbanisation in this 

area. The FUZ zoning has provided a signal to those who hold property for less intense uses or those 

who prefer a rural amenity that they may wish to sell. In the case of Drury, this has led to substantial 

consolidation of land-holdings by large scale developers. 

To the extent there are smaller property owners who remain, they will be aware of the development 

potential of their holdings, and likely accept that the highest and best use of the property (its assumed 

use for valuation purposes) is no longer rural. To this extent, while there may be some demand from 

landowners to acquire land affected by long-term NoR, these requests are likely to be limited.   

Owners of FUZ land affected by NoR's are likely to either have aspirations to hold the land, to reap 

the benefit of price inflation from the further up-zoning and urbanisation of these areas.  Alternatively, 

if there are some remaining land owners who have to sell as a result of lifestyle changes or do not 

want to hold land ear-marked for urbanisation and/or subject to an NoR, it is likely that there will be a 

ready developer market for either their land as a whole (including the relevant NoR).   

On this basis, it is not anticipated there will be a high level of demand for early acquisition from the 

Southern FUZ area.  To the extent there is a requirement for early acquisition, it is anticipated there 

will be a ready market for the Requiring Authorities on-sale of any surplus areas.  Further, because 

significant areas within the Southern Area are owned by large private developers, we anticipate that 

there will be opportunities to mitigate any exposure to property prices through land owner agreements 

with experienced developers. 

The Southern area contains some links between urban/FUZ zoned land which traverse areas that will 

remain rural. These include the Pukekohe Expressway and parts of the proposed Mill Road 

extension. As the Property Strategy identifies, it is likely that these components of the project will lead 

to a demand for earlier property purchase. This subset will be further limited to those sites which do 

not have productive rural uses (such as market gardens). It is anticipated those properties will 

generate less demand for early purchase due to the fact that there is an interim productive use which 

will produce a commercial return to the landowner up until the project is required. Of the remaining 
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rural land (generally life style blocks) there might be some demand for early purchase. This is most 

likely to occur in respect of the Pukekohe Expressway, which traverses the rural zone between the 

Drury and Pukekohe urban zones. The majority of the proposed Mill Road corridor traverses the RUB 

and to that extent abuts the urban environment. This means that the Mill Road corridor will also be 

less likely to bisect and therefore significantly adversely affect rural blocks. 

To the extent to which there is a demand for early purchase of rurally zoned land, this zoning will 

mean that of the land ultimately required to be purchased it will likely have a lower cost per square 

metre, reflecting its rural zoning. To further control this cost, the SBC Property Strategy also 

recommends the implementation of a conservative Advanced Acquisition Policy which reflects the 

timing of the ultimate project works pursuant to the relevant NoRs. A thoughtful approach to early 

acquisition, reflecting longer project timing, can be coupled with a land-owner consultation process 

which emphasises situations where a NoR does not denote quick development, which could reduce 

the number of landowners seeking advance acquisition. 
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10. Financial case 

This section outlines the financial case for both route protection and implementation of the 

recommended network. The financial case and the cost and property liability aspect (given the route 

protection focus) is based on several uncertainties as long-term route protection has not previously 

been widely undertaken.  

The types of uncertainty include: 

• the level of third party (developer) funding, as this requires negotiation, agreement and must 

be undertaken on a case by case basis 

• change in quantum of property acquisition required 

• cost of property is higher or lower than assumed 

• growth is quicker or slower than assumed. 

This uncertainty should be considered by funders when allocating property funding. 

10.1. Route protection 

 Costs for route protection 

The cost and funding required for this next step can be described as follows:  

• DBC and NOR costs – Route protection using NOR is the recommended mechanism for a 

number of projects identified in the recommended network. The IBC seeks to progress the 

recommended network to the next phase including further investigation (DBC) and NOR. 

For the Southern growth area, the DBC and NOR phase for the recommended network is 

expected to cost approximately . 

• Expected property costs from NOR – Once a designation is in place, history suggests a 

proportion of the total property required will be purchased by the requiring authority (outlined 

in Appendix J: Property Strategy). Like the capital costs, there is potential for some property 

cost savings through delivery of projects via developers in the area and this has been taken 

into account. It is assumed that most property transactions will take place in the three years 

prior to implementation, with approximately 20% of transactions taking place prior to this 

period. Based on this timing assumption, the estimated property liability for the 

recommended network is summarised in Figure 59. Given the nature of property prices, 

there is a high degree of uncertainty as to property cost in the future. As such, property 

liability has been reported using low (0% escalation) and high (10% per annum) property 

price escalation. For the Southern growth area, the estimated property liability as a result of 

NORs is between  distributed over two decades. 
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Table 30: Cost of new projects identified in IBC (IBE level) 

Change in scope and scale of existing projects 

The current IBE estimates include more detail and greater cost provision for specific items, 

particularly for earthworks, structures and traffic management than previously identified. While 

individual rates vary across these specific items, the review found that broader rates were 

comparable, with the exception of rates used for property acquisition (outlined below).  

The current estimate also includes additional land requirement.  This has been identified as a result of 

developing the cross sections for each corridor, making allowances for stormwater treatment in 

greenfields sites, as well as the likelihood that full purchase of some properties may be required in 

urban areas. 
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There are a number of existing roads that are proposed for upgrading. Generally, these existing roads 

are 20m in width. To accommodate four lanes (either bus lanes, managed lanes or general traffic 

lanes), it is assumed that a width of 25m would be required, resulting in the need for additional land 

acquisition of 5m along the length. As these are in predominantly developed brownfield locations, the 

cost of this land is significant and reflects an increase in property cost over the SG PBC. The extent of 

land acquisition will be confirmed during the development of the recommended option, where 

opportunities to reduce the land requirement can be considered. Table 31 outlines the projects with 

significant cost differentials between SG PBC and IBC due to scope. 

Table 31: Comparison of SG PBC projects with current cost estimates where there are 

significant differences (IBE level) 

Change in project scope and property rates are the primary drivers of cost differences between SG 

PBC and IBC. For example since the PBC further assessment of the alignment of Mill Road corridor 

stage two and three has led to a different and longer alignment being included in the IBC.  There is 

also escalation of cost through higher property costs.  

Increases in Drury South interchange costs include bridge structure cost as well as Infraworks design 

and cost development. 

Similarly, Pukekohe ring route has a higher cost due to increased scope. The ring route fully connects 

Pukekohe to the Pukekohe expressway. The expressway requires a connection to both the north and 

south of Pukekohe to be able to exploit the potential of reducing traffic on SH22. As a result of this 

 of expenditure on the ring route can be directly attributed to support Pukekohe Expressway. 

 supports the growth in the south improving connections to strategic road network avoiding 

further upgrade of Manukau Road  is the western connection supporting further expansion in 

the west, this will help to mitigate impacts from any further development further West as well as allow 

the farming business to be supported by appropriate connections to their markets. 

Property rates 

The significant change in property costs also affects other projects. The SG PBC included  for 

property acquisition, compared to  in this IBC. Whilst the additional detailing in the design 

identifies the additional area of land needed to implement the proposed alignments and cross 

sections, there is a significant difference in the rates applied in the SG PBC to that of this IBC. These 
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 Total     

Part of RLTP for the first decade includes , a funding gap of  (P50) exists within the 

10-year period. There is also  currently unfunded in the RLTP specifically for the Southern 

Growth Area, which leaves an overall unallocated gap of  

It should be noted that there is separate provision for rail infrastructure required to enable regional / 

express services: 

• Third track between Wiri to Papakura, and Papakura to Pukekohe 

• Fourth main line between Westfield to Wiri, and Wiri to Papakura 

The remaining RLTP elements included in the short -term recommended network (PT improvements, 

strategic road upgrades, and active mode projects) do not easily support use of Crown infrastructure 

funding or seed funding arrangements as they are generally serving the existing and live zoned areas 

within the South – but does play a part in supporting future urban growth. 

This expenditure is currently not included in the RLTP or NLTP.  Much of this funding shortfall is 

because the RLTP is focussed on a ten-year horizon, not the 30-year horizon that this business case 

has considered.  There is therefore time to further consider the funding gap and how this could be 

closed.  That said the funding shortfall is substantial and consideration of alternative funding sources 

is recommended. 

10.7. Alternative funding sources 

The level of funding currently available through traditional mechanisms is unlikely to be able to fully 

support the implementation of the recommended network in terms of both the scale and timing. To 

deliver the recommended network in the timeframes proposed, alternative funding mechanisms may 

be needed.  

Several different investigations are currently underway by Treasury, Ministry of Transport (MoT) and 

others to consider possible mechanisms for the future funding of infrastructure.  These include 

consideration of: 

• value capture 

• targeted rates 

• road user pricing 

• special purpose vehicles through Crown Infrastructure Partners28 

• Urban Development Authorities29 

  

 

 

28
 https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/crown-company-invest-600m-housing-infrastructure 

29 https://www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/housing-and-property/consultation/urban-development-authorities/b-

takeholder-guide-infrastructure-and-utility-providers.pdf 
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11. Management case 

The management case assesses whether a proposal is deliverable and demonstrates that an 

appropriate project management regime is in place for the next phases of the project.  It tests the 

project planning, governance structure, risk management, communications and stakeholder 

management, benefits realisation and assurance.  As well as this IBC specific management plan a 

Programme Wide Management Case has been developed that sets out the management of the 

programme elements of this programme of works. 

11.1. Programme governance  

Te Tupu Ngātahi has been formed to deliver route protection for the recommended 

network in Auckland’s greenfield growth areas. AT and the Transport Agency 

identified that an Alliance model would deliver these outcomes in an agile, efficient 

manner within a five-year programme.   

Governance in the context of Te Tupu Ngātahi is defined as the processes by 

which the Alliance is directed, controlled and held to account.  The Governance 

Management Plan has been developed and guides the implementation of a 

shared understanding of why, how and who is responsible for the effective 

governance of Te Tupu Ngātahi.  

The Governance Management Plan describes the key roles and responsibilities of 

each of these groups. 

11.2. Programme 

The anticipated programme to secure designations for the high priority projects is outlined in Figure 

64 

Figure 64 Programme outline for route protection 
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11.3. Communications and Engagement Management Plan 

Te Tupu Ngātahi has an extensive and ongoing engagement and consultation programme. A 

Communications and Engagement Management Plan has been prepared which outlines operational 

policies and procedures for managing the communication, stakeholder and community engagement 

work stream within Te Tupu Ngātahi.  The Management plan has informed the Communications and 

Engagement Strategy and a variety of plans to inform engagement with partners, key stakeholders, 

the community and the public at-large. The relationship of these documents is shown in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65: Communications and engagement framework 

 

Engagement and communication in the DBCs (following AT and the Transport Agency’s Board 

endorsement of the recommended network), will build on engagement undertaken during the IBC 

phase.  The focus of the next stage of engagement is to: 

• Provide information on staging and timing for the recommended network, including specific 

opportunities for sequencing of urban development (e.g.  Integration of utilities within the 

future transport corridor). 

• Understand specific issues/ environmental effects and opportunities in the recommended 

network to identify potential design responses and environmental management/mitigation 

(for consenting documentation). 

• Undertake targeted engagement with landowners/developers regarding potential effects and 

opportunities for shared alignment in outcomes (e.g. through developer agreements). 

• Inform stakeholders about the processes for route protection and provide an opportunity for 

participation (i.e. submission on the NOR or similar as appropriate). 

• Identify opportunities for AT and the Transport Agency property acquisition processes (e.g. 

willing buyer/willing seller arrangements). 
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11.6. Risk, issues and opportunity management  

The large Supporting Growth Programme comprises of multiple projects, inherent with areas of 

uncertainty that could transpire into risks and opportunities. A Risk and Opportunity Management Plan 

has been developed and endorsed by the Te Tupu Ngātahi governance team, to manage those risks 

and opportunities through the DBC and route protection phases. The risk management process is 

consistent with AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 as well as risk management processes operating in AT and 

the Transport Agency.   

Risks, issues and opportunities will be managed at three levels:  

• organisational business  

• programme wide  

• project and area-specific 

A specific risk assessment has been completed for the Southern area and can be found in Appendix 

L: Risk.  The ‘Critical’ and High’ risks are set out in Table 35. 

A number of issues and opportunities have also been identified to further refine the recommended 

network in the pre-implementation phase.  These were unable to be fully resolved prior to IBC 

submission. These risks, issues and opportunities, outlined in the tables below, have the potential to 

better deliver on the transport and environmental outcomes sought, and to reduce the cost risks 

associated with a project of this scale. 
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Table 35: Critical and high risks – South 
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 Funding commitments and obligations 

If approval is obtained and the project proceeds to route protection, the project partners have an 

obligation to secure the funding for the elements of the project for which they are responsible.   

Funding will be as agreed by the project partners and includes, but is not limited to: 

• further design 

• consenting 

• potential land acquisition. 

Further assessment of the funding implications for AT and the Transport Agency will be undertaken 

once approval has been received to proceed to a DBC.   

11.7. Next steps  

Engagement and communication in the next stage (following AT and NZ Transport Agency Board 

endorsement of the recommended network), will build on engagement undertaken during the IBC 

phase.  The focus of the next stage of engagement in the South is to: 

• Continue to build understanding of Te Tupu Ngātahi progress and the process of route 

protection 

• Critical ongoing discussion with Auckland Council around land use and transport 

integration. This will include a range of interactions from detailed structure plans to wider 

discussions around achieving sustainable urban mobility in the un-zoned future urban 

areas. This will take place through specific Auckland Council/SGA forums, workshop 

environments and individual meetings. 

There are three key next steps for the progression of each of the elements of the recommended 

network, being: 

• detailed business case 

• pre-implementation 

• implementation 

Each step has very different characteristics and capability needs and are therefore considered 

separately with regards the procurement strategy.  

 Detailed business case 

Te Tupu Ngātahi has been commissioned to complete the DBCs for the following elements of the IBC 

programme: 

• arterial roads 

• strategic State Highway connections 

• strategic cycle links 

• public transport infrastructure on dedicated corridors or arterial roads (including stations). 

It is proposed that one DBC per consenting package is developed, as these packages all contain 

interdependent projects, therefore simplifying the DBC process. 

All other elements of the IBC recommended package will also require completion of a DBC.  Key 

issues that need to be addressed in the DBCs are outlined in Table 36. 
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 Pre-implementation 

Pre-implementation is the further progression of individual projects from DBC stage through the 

statutory approvals stage.  This includes design development, the preparation of an Assessment of 

Environmental Effects to support NoRs and resource consent applications, confirmation of property 

requirements and securing the appropriate statutory approvals to allow the project to be constructed 

or implemented. The result of pre-implementation will be a network of corridors that are route 

protected.   

The scope of works for Te Tupu Ngātahi is to undertake the works necessary to support and obtain 

the designations for the recommended network (i.e. route protection). The route protection strategy 

for each element of the recommended network will define in more detail the approach to this design 

development and statutory approval process.  This route protection is expected to take place over the 

next four years. 

Further discussion on specific route protection options is provided in Appendix K: Route Protection 

Strategy. Appendix K provides an overview of the overall route protection options (e.g. designation, 

plan change/zoning, structure planning or precinct plan provisions and landowner agreements).  

The scope of works for Te Tupu Ngātahi does not currently include obtaining resource consents for 

individual projects. The timing and delivery model for the remainder of the works needed to support 

resource consent applications for each individual project therefore should be considered in the pre-

implementation phase of work.  

 Implementation 

Once a project has been through the pre-implementation phase it will be ready for implementation. 

This will include detailed design, consenting and physical works. The delivery model will need to 

consider factors, including: 

• scale 

• complexity 

• programme. 

Given that this implementation phase is many years away for most Te Tupu Ngātahi projects, a 

detailed procurement strategy should be developed for each project at an appropriate time in advance 

and closer to the implementation of each project.  

11.8. Benefit realisation and management 

Benefits management is the identification, analysis, planning, realisation and reporting of benefits. 

These phases align with the Treasury Investment Lifecycle phases of Thinking, Planning, Doing, 

Reviewing. Benefits management is vital in ensuring that each element identified in the recommended 

network achieves what it sets out to do. It involves articulating what benefits are expected from the 

element, how it will be known that the benefits are achieved, and the assessment of what has 

eventuated against what was planned. 

Detailed benefit management plans will be produced for each of the recommended network elements 

during the DBC phase. The KPI table (Section 6) maps the problem statements, benefits, and 

investment objectives to a range of KPIs and measures on which projects can be measured.  






